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Preface 

Improving vehicle routes is a fundamental subject in decreasing physical distribution cost and 

reducing C02 emission for most manufacturing and distribution companies. The percentage 

of physical distribution cost to sales is 4.9% in Japan and 9.3% in the Lnited States, which 

is higher than cost for research and developrnents. In the 8nviroIlrnental point of vie,,,,, 

IIlost of advanced nations are required to reduce the arIlonnt of C02 ernission rnore than 5% 

comparing to that in 1990 due to Kyoto protocol. 

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) and the pickup and delivery problems (PDP) arc 

known as one of the models that aim to improve vehicle routes. VRP is defined in the 

following way. Given a set of vehicles starting and ending at a depot and a set of customers 

with their demand, the problem asks to find a route for each vehicle such that the total travel 

cost is rninirnized under the restrictions that all cllstOlner dernands are IIlet and each cllstOlner 

is visited exactly once. The latter restriction indicates that each custorner dernand cannot be 

split. PDP is an extension of VRP that handles pickup and delivery of loads between pairs 

of customers. Each transportation request must be picked up at a predetermined customer 

and delivered to an another predetermined customer. In PDP, the actions of pickup and 

deliver)! IIlllst be done by the sarne vehicle, and the action of pickup rnust be done before 

that of delivery. The total quantity of loads cannot exceed the vehicle capacity any time. 

Note that VRP is a special case where all pickup customers arc located on the same place 

(i.e., depot). There exist many variants of VHP and PDP, such as VHP with time windows 

(VHPTW), the split delivery VHP (SDVHP), PDP with time window (PDPTW), and PDP 

with transfer (PDPT). They are all known to be NP-hard. It is strongly believed that an "fp

hard problerIl cannot be solved in pol:YIlOlnial tirne of the input size. Thus solving an KP-hard 

problcnl exactly rnay necessitate enurnerating an essential portion of the set of all solutions~ 

v,rhose nurnber increases exponentially as problcrn size grmvs. However in nlost practical 

applications, we do not need exact optimal solutions and are satisfied with approximately 

good solutions. 

Ylost of manufacturing and distribution companies apply the following two approaches in 

order to decrease distribution cost. One is finding the cheapest routing schedule that obe~ys 

given routing constraints using the existing facilities. Several algorithrns for \,rRP, PDP and 



their variations have been studied and there have been hundreds of successful applications 

in rIlany industries. One contribution in this thesis is that proposing a fast algorithrIl for 

a variation of VRP, a discrete-type split delivery vehicle routing problem, in which delivery 

goods for a custorner consist of a set of itellrs, each itern is required to be serviced by exactly 

one vehicle, and each customer is allowed to be visited more than once, 

The other approach for decreasing cost is making a small change to the current routing 

rules and the existing facilities in the entire distribution systern. The rIlaxirIlurn saving by 

this approach is usually larger than that by finding the cheapest routes with the current 

routing rules and facilities. Thus it is usually required to know the possible effeel by such a 

change through an estimation of the performance of the resulting system before we actually 

introduce it to the current system. In this thesis, we analyze the maximum saving that can 

be brought by relaxing some constraints, and especially examine the maximum ratio of the 

optimal value of PDP to that of PDPT, and PDPC:\;IT to that of PDP. For both analyses, 

we present not only upper bounds but also instances that achieve lmver bounds. 

Due to the enhancement of information technology, efficient algorithms for VRP and 

PDP are applied to distribution systems in a real world, and they have been making drastic 

improvement on decreasing distribution cost and C02 emission. Furthermore excellent theo

retical analyses would contribute to making an important decision on changes to the current 

routing rules and the existing facilities. The author hopes that the ,vork contained in this 

thesis will be helpful to the study and the application to a real world in this field. 

Kyoto, March 2010 

Yoshitaka 1\ akao 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In these decades, it is a fundamental subject for most manufacturing and distribution com

panies to improve physical distribution and logistics for the purpose of decreasing physical 

distribution cost and reducing C02 emission. 

We first focus on distribution cost. The percentage of physical distribution cost to sales is 

4.9% in Japan and 9.3% in the United States [44]. In Japan, the percentage of physical distri

bution cost to sales in foods industry is beyond 10%, and the percentages of distribution cost 

to sales in industries of glass, cement, paper and pulp are also high, which are approximately 

10%. Comparing to the percentage of research and development cost to sales, which is about 

3.9% in manufacturing companies, the percentage of physical distribution cost is considerably 

high. In the breakdown of the distribution cost, the shipping cost is 59.1 %, the warehousing 

cost is 16.2%, and cost for others is 24.7%. Thus the shipping cost surpasses other costs. 

When comparing quantity of physical distribution in the segments of transportation such as 

automobiles, airplanes and ship, the percentage of physical distribution cost by automobiles 

is the highest, which is 90% by ton, and 54% by ton times kilometer. The quantity of trans

portation by automobile has been increasing significantly. For example, the quantity by ton 

times kilometer has increased by 10% in recent ten years, and by 75% in twenty years. This 

is due to the rapid and continuous development of expressways and equipment of automobile. 

Thus it is considerably required to reduce delivery cost that is caused by automobile. 

We next focus on environmental problems. Annual report on the environment in Japan 

[55] reports that the percentage of quantity of C02 emission by automobile transportation 

to total quantity is about 20%. Furthermore not only C02 emission, but also emission of 

oxide of nitrogen (NOx) by automobile has anxiety problems, for example global warming 

and health hazard such as carcinogenesis. Thus improving routes by automobile contributes 

not only to decreasing distribution cost but to improving environment on the earth. 
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The vehicle routing problem (abbreviated as VRP) and the pickup and delivery problem 

(PDP) are known as typical models that aim to decrease delivery cost. VRP is defined in the 

following way. Given a set of vehicles starting and ending at a depot and a set of customers 

with their demand, the problem asks to find a route for each vehicle such that the total 

travel cost is minimi"ed under the restrictions that all customer demands are met and each 

customer is visited exactly once. The latter restriction indicates that each customer demand 

cannot be split. Each vehicle has a capacity and the total quantity of loads cannot exceed the 

vehicle capacity. Since a paper by Dantzig and Ramser [22] appeared in 1959, VRP has been 

intensively and continuously studied [18, :32, :37, 48, 88, 89]. There exist many variants of 

VRP, such as the vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) [25,26,42,82,8:3,86]' 

the multiple depot vehicle muting problem (VRPMD) [23], the vehicle muting problem with 

multiple trips (VRPMT) [70], the vehicle routing problem with backhauls (VRPI3) [90], the 

vehicle routing problem with pickup and delivery (VRPPD) [24, 59], and the split delivery 

vehicle routing problem (SDVRP) [3, 4, 5, 8, 17, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35]. VRP and its variants 

are knmvn to be KP-hard. 

The pickup and delivery problem (abbreviated as PDP) is an extension of VRP that 

handles pickup and delivery of loads between pairs of customers [76]. Each transportation 

request rnust be picked up at a predeterrnined cllstOlner and delivered to an another predeter

mined customer. PDP introduces two side constraints. One is a coupling constraint that the 

actions of pickup and delivery must be done by the same vehicle. The other is a precedence 

constraint that the action of pickup must be done before that of delivery. The total quantity 

of loads cannot exceed the vehicle capacity any time. I\ote that VRP is a special case where 

all pickup customers and depots are located on the same place. PDP and its variants also 

are kno\vn to be NP-hard a.,;; it contains the vehicle routing problern. J\.fan~y heuristics and 

metaheuristic algorithms have been developed for the problem [51, 63, 68]. Several variants 

of PDP are known such as the pickup and delivery problem with time windows (PDPT\V) 

and the pickup and delivery problem with transfer (PDPT). PDPT is a problem such that 

each reqnest can be served b:y Inore than OIle vehicle by dropping a load at a tnLn88hipTnent 

point and picking it up by another vehicle, that is, the coupling constraint for PDP is relaxed 

[19, 56, 78]. 

:)...fost distribution and rnanllfactnring cornpanies llsnally take OIle of the following t\VO 

approaches in order to decrease physical delivery cost. One approach is that finding a cheaper 

routing schedule than the current one by modeling the current routing constraints and the 

existing facilities to a problem of VRP, PDP or their variations and solving the problem 

by using algorithms which are designed sometimes in a sophisticated way. In this case. 

companies obey given routing constraints and do not change any facilities. In the past four 

decades, rnan:y exact and heuristic algorithrIls have been proposed, which ,vill be overviewed 

in Section 1.4. 
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The other approach is that changing the current routing rules and the existing facilities in 

the entire distribution systerns. For exarIlple, constructing a transshiprnent \varehouse \vhere 

trucks can transfer a part of loads on the vehicles each other may reduce total travel cost. 

In rnost ca."es~ the rnaxinnlln saving that can be achieved by rnaking a change to the routing 

rules and facilities is usually rather large comparing to the best choice of routing schedules 

with current routing rules and facilities. However, it is usually required to know the possible 

effect by such a change through an estirnation of the peri'()rrnance of the resulting systern 

before we actually introduce it to the current system. It would be considerably desirable 

if \ve have SOlne COlnlllon knowledge on the rnaxirnulll possible cost saving by each type of 

constraints on routing and functions of facilities before \ve select prolllising changes frOln 

many candidates of changes without conducting accurate and expensive estimations of their 

performances. In Section 1.5, we review theoretical analyses that have been achieved in the 

past. 

1.2 Basic Definition 

This section gives basic definitions that are used to introduce variants of PDP in the next 

section. Given a real number x, let l:e J denote the maximum integer that is not beyond :e, 

while r:rl denotes the rninirIlurn integer that is not belrnv :1:. 

Depots and customers to be visited by vehicles are represented by vertices in an edge

weighted complete digraph with a vertex set V, which is given by distance functions d( u, v) 

for all ordered pairs of vertices u and v. Distance d(u, v) is a nonnegative real number, and 

in genera'! asymmetric, i.e., d(",v) cf d(v,u) may hold. Distance {d(u,v) I u.,v E V} may not 

satisfy the Triangle Inequality. 

An instance consists of a set q of depots, a set R of requests, and a vehicle capacity c > O. 

Each request r = {r+ ~ r-} E R consists of a p'ickul' action r+, a delivery action r-, and a 

quantity q(T) of loads for the request. That is, quantity q(r) of loads is required to be picked 

up at a specified vertex where pickup action r+ is taken and to be delivered to a specified 

vertex where delivery action ,.- is taken. \Ve may denote the vertex where request r is picked 

up by r+ (resp., delivered by r-), and call the vertex r+ a pickup point (resp., r- a delivery 

point). Let A = {r+,r- IrE R}, i.e., the set of all actions for R. Let p be the nmIlber of 

requests in R. 

Each vehicle must start from a depot in q, and return to the same depot after serving 

some of the requests in R. A route is the requests assigned to a vehicle, and is represented 

b;y the sequence (T = [ao, aI, a2~ ... ~ (Lrn , am+l] of actions of the requests in the order that the 

vehicle serves, \vhere al~ a2, ... , am E A ern is an even integer) and ao~ (Lrn+l E Q. The travel 
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cost of route a is defined to be 

cost(a) = L d(ai' ai+1). 
O<i<m 

A solution s is a set of routes that serve all requests in R, and its cost cost( s) is defined to be 

the sum of the travel costs of the routes a in solution s. The objective is to find a minimum 

cost solution, and we assume that any number of vehicles is available. 

Given an instance I and a problem PRB, we call a solution to PRB with instance I a 

PRE solution to I, and call a route in PRB solution with instance I a PRE route to I. 

1.3 Variants of PDP and VRP 

This section introduces variants of PDP. Constraints on serving requests depend on types 

of problems. Fig. 1.1 illustrates types of routes used for the routing problems which we 

explain in this section. Dashed lines correspond to subsequences with no loads while bold 

lines correspond to those with loads. 

VRP 

PDPC 

PDPCMT 

PDP 

IJ 
-0 ---

+ + -r2 IJ Ij r2 

Q----~ 
---------------------------

~ + + - -
! r2 IJ r2 r, IJ r, 
i Q:. -. -0 -. -~ 
i ------------------------- ... 

SDVRP 

PDPTC 

PDPTCMT 

PDPT 

1j+ ...... ---+--
... r2 

~--------------- ... 
+ + IJ r2 r, 

Q_+l---. ___ ~ 
+ + - - + -

IJ r2 IJ r3 r4 rs 
Q~-~ 

--------------------------------
IJ 

+ 

i Q==--
D: depots .: pickup points 0: delivery points -- : moves with loads - - ~ : moves with no loads [1]: transshipment points 

Figure 1.1: Illustration of types of routes for routing problems. 

We start with defining PDP. 

Pickup and Delivery Problem (PDP): 

Input: An instance 1= (Q, R, c). 

Output: A minimum cost solution that satisfies the following constraints (see Fig. 1.1): 

(a) the total quantity of loads during a route does not exceed vehicle capacity c at any 

time; 

(b) each request r is served by exactly one vehicle, and the actions r+ and r- are taken 

exactly once by the vehicle; 
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(c) (cotlpling constra'int) actions r+ and r- of each request T rl1nst appear in the sanle 

ronte, and no request r is allmved to be ternporaril:y dropped at any vertices; and 

(d) (precedence constraint) for each request T, action T+ must be taken before action T-. 

\Ve next introduce an important variant of PDP; rnulti-tTip PDP with consecutive pickups 

and deliveries (PDPCMT) which we encounter in many practical cases such as distribution 

of st.eel products, foods, drinks, etc. PDPC:\;IT is described as follows. 

Multi-Trip PDP with Consecutive Pickups and Deliveries (PDPCMT): 

Input: An instance I = (Q,R,c). 

Output: A rnininmrn cost solution that satisfies constraints (a), (b), (c), (d), and the f()l

Imving constraint: 

(e) once a delivery action begins, pickup actions cannot be taken until all of the loads on 

t.he vehicle are delivered (see Fig. 1.1). 

A route satisfying constraint (e) is a sequence of subsequences such that first. a vehicle with 

no loads on it takes pickup actions for some request.s and takes delivery actions for these 

requests. \Ve call such a subsequence a tTip. 

PDPCMT is called PDP with consecutive pick-ups and deliveries (PDP C) if each route is 

required to consist of a single t.rip. Thus PDPC is presented as follows. 

PDP with Consecutive Pickups and Deliveries (PDPC): 

Input: An instance I = (Q,R,c). 

Output: A rninirnurn cost solution t.hat satisfies const.raints (a), (b), (c), (d) and the f()llowing 

constraint: 

(f) once a vehicle take a delivery action, it is not allowed to take any pickup action during 

the sanlC route. 

To describe the vehicle routing problem (VHP) [48, 89], we introduce the following con

dition: 

(g) the travel cost between any two pickup vertices is O. 

VRP is described as follows. 

Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) : 

Input: An instance I = (Q, R, c) wit.h condition (g). 

Output: A minimum cost solution that satisfies (a), (b), (c), (d) and (f). 

In VHP, all pickup point.s and depots for all vehicles correspond to a unique vert.ex. Thus 
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vertices in VRP consists of one depot and customers. Note that customers in VRP correspond 

to delivery points in PDP. 

In the split delivery vehicle routing problem (SDVRP), the restriction that each customer 

is visited exactly once is relaxed [3, 4, 5, 8, 17, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35]. Thus SDVRP drops 

constraint (b) from constraints for VRP. Demand for each customer may beyond vehicle 

capacity. SDVRP is described as follows. 

Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem (SDVRP): 

Input: An instance 1= (Q, R, c) with condition (g). 

Output: A minimum cost solution that satisfies constraints (a), (c), (d) and (f). 

Fig. 1.2 illustrates an example of a VRP solution and an SDVRP solution that is presented 

in [29]. In Fig. 1.2, vehicle capacity c is given by c = 5. The left side solution in Fig. 1.2 is 

a VRP solution where each customer demand is served by one vehicle, and the total travel 

cost is 6d. The right side solution is an SDVRP solution where the three customer demands 

are served by two vehicle, and the total travel cost is 4d + 2E. The example shows that when 

E goes to 0, the minimum cost of a VRP solution is almost 1.5 times more expensive than 

the minimum cost of an SDVRP solution. 

4 4 

3 3 

o : customers D : depots 

---+ : move with loads : move with no loads 

Figure 1.2: A example of VRP and SDVRP solutions. 

We next introduce a new variant of SDVRP. The original SDVRP admits splitting a 

demand into pieces of any real size. However, in this variant, loads for a request consists 

of a set of items, each of which cannot be split, where items may have different sizes. We 

encounter this type of problem more frequently than SDVRP since most loads consist of 

portions of items such as carbon boxes. We call this discrete-type of SDVRP the discrete 
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split del'ive'ry vehicle TOuting IJ'roblern (DSDVRP). 

Discrete Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem (DSDVRP): 

Input: An instance I = (Q, R, c) with condition (g). 

Output: A minimum cost solution that satisfies constraints (a), (c), (d) and the following 

constraint: 

(h) loads for a request consists of a set of items, each of which cannot be split. 

The pickup and delivery problem with transfer (PDPT) introduces a set oftransshipment 

points to PDP. This thesis a.%llnH~S that the nurnber of transshiprnent points is OIle in order 

to make it possible to analyze the ratio of travel cost of PDPT to that of PDP in Chapter 4. 

Let t denote the transshipment point. At transshipment point t, each vehicle is allowed to 

temporarily drop some of the loads on it and the loads will be picked up later by the vehicle or 

some other vehicle [56, 62, 781, This indicates that PDPT is obtained from PDP by dropping 

constraint (c) (see Fig, 1.1), 

PDP with Transfer (PDPT): 

Input: An instance I = (Q, R, c, t). 

Output: A minimum cost solution that satisfies constraints (a), (b) and (d). 

The usc of a transshiprllcnt point can yield solutions with srnallcr travel cost. Fig. 1.3 

shows an instance, where the travel cost of PDPT route is smaller than that of PDP so

lution, In Fig, 1.3, there exist two depots PI and P2, two pickup points ri and rt, two 

delivery points TI and T:;, and transshipment point t. The travel cost satisfies d(pl' Til = 

d(p2' Ttl = 0, d(Tf, Tt) = d(Tf, TI ) = d(Tt, T:;) = d(Tt, TI ) = 2, and d(t, v) = I for all 

v E {PI ,P2, ri, rt, r" r2T There are four requests {ri, r,L {ri, r2}, {rt, r,L and {ri, r2} 
with quantity c/2, and two vehicles whose depot are PI and P2 are available, In a PDP so

lution, a vehicle \vhose depot is Pi, i = 1,2, picks up hvo reqnests {TI,TI } and {rt,ri}, 
and delivers them to their delivery points. In a PDPT solution, a vehicle whose depot is Pi 

picks up two requests {rt, "]}, {rot, "2}' transfers one of the requests at t so that it delivers 

requests {rt, "i-}' {rt, r1}, and it finally delivers them to delivery point r1. The travel cost 

to PDPT solution is 8, which is smaller than that of PDP solution with travel cost 12, 

\Ve finally introduce PDPTC and PDPTC:v!T that allow transfers to PDPC and PDPCMT, 

respectively. 

Multi-Trip PDP with Transfer with Consecutive Pickups and Deliveries (PDPTCMT): 

Input: An instance I = (Q,R,c, t), 

Output: A minimurn cost solution that satisfies constraints (a), (b), (d) and (e). 

PDP with Transfer with Consecutive Pickups and Deliveries (PDPTC): 
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\ . 
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INTRODUCTION 

r2 

(a) a PDP solution 

·0 r2-

(b) a PDPT solution 

• : pickup points o : delivery points D : depots 

_ : 1st route -.-~: 2nd route 

Figure 1.3: A example of PDP and PDPT solutions. 

Input: An instance 1= (Q, R, c, t). 

Output: A minimum cost solution that satisfies constraints (a), (b), (d) and (f). 

In PDPTCMT and PDPTC, a vehicle is allowed to visit transshipment point t after the 

vehicle visits all pickup points of its requests and before it visits the corresponding delivery 

points during its trip. 

1.4 Algorithms for VRP and PDP 

As described in Section 1.1, one approach to reduction of physical distribution cost is finding 

a cheaper routing schedule that obeys the current routing constraints by using algorithms. In 

this section, we overview algorithms for VRP, SDVRP, and variants of PDP that have been 

proposed before. 

1.4.1 Algorithms for VRP 

We first overview algorithms for VRP. Heuristics proposed for VRP can be classified into two 

main classes: 

• classical heuristics (construction algorithms) that are proposed mostly between 1960 

and 1990; 

• metaheuristics whose growth has occurred in the last two decades. 

Most standard construction and improvement procedures in use today belong to the first 

class. These methods produce good quality solutions within short computation time. For 

example, the saving algorithm [18] by Clarke and Wright is one of the well known heuristic 
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l(lr VRP. This algorithm start.s with a solution where each customer is visited by one vehide. 

Then it iterates selecting hvo routes snch that savings attained b;y rnerging routes is the 

nlaxinullll, and rnerging thcrn. The insertion algorithnl [82J starts f1'ol11 an crnpty set of routes 

and unroutcd custOlllcrs. It iterates inserting an unrouted cllstonlCr into onc of the current 

routes so that the cost increased by the insertion is the minimum until all of the customers 

are inserted into any of routes. Gillet and ~1iller [39] proposed a sweep algorithm for the 

Euclidian ·VRP \vith a unit capacit:y. Positions of cllstorners are given in polar coordinates, 

and the depot is located in the center. CllstOlners are ordered in an a..qcenciing order of 

their argurncnts. The sweep algorithrn divides a set of custOlllcrs in such a way that the 

tot.al quantit.y of request.s for each subset. which is served by one vehicle does not exceed t.he 

capacity. The detail of those three algorithms will be described in Chapter 2. 

Clust.er-first.jroute-second algorit.hm uses t.he following met.hod: 

• firstly assign each customer to a vehicle (clustering), 

• secondly solve the traveling salesrnan problern (TSP) for custorners that are assigned 

to each vehicle. 

Fisher and Jaikurnar [32J split the clustering problern into two parts: firstly a..qsigning a "seed~' 

custOlner to each vehicle and secondly assigning all custorners which have not ;yet a.;;signed 

to the cheapest vehicle according to sonle objective function. 

The general idea of route-firstjduster-second algorithm is as l(lllows: 

• construct a TSP t.our for all cust.omers (not. including the depot.) , 

• divide the tour into subtonrs such that all subtours can be a.;;signed to a vehicle. 

!3owerman, Calamai and !3rent Hall [11] use space filling curves to find a TSP tour. Their 

approach a.;;sUlnes that custOlners are located on the Euclidean space. They divide a unit 

square \vhere custorners are located recursivel:y into four snmller squares, and find a curve 

"rhich visits all area.') in the unit square. According to [14], a tour constructed using a 

space filling curve is ,vithin a factor 1.25 fronl the optinnlln in the worst case if a uniforrn 

distribution of the points is used. 

Several rnetaheuristic approaches have been proposed in recent twenty years. Gendreau 

et al. [37,38], Golden et al. [40], and Laporte et al. [48] proposed metaheuristics approaches 

for VRP and analyzed their performances. Toth and Vigo [89] described a new variant of 

tabu search approaches, which the:y call granular tabu search. For other \,rRP algorithrns, 

see the bibliographies by Laporte [49] and by Laporte and Osman [50]. 

Ylany applications of VRP are described in the practical problems: soft-drink distribution 

[71], oil indust.ry [36], bulk sugar delivery [91], brewing indust.ry [31], food distribution [20], 

transportation of live anirnals [65, 81J, and so 011. According to Toth and \,rigo [87], in the 
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large nurnber of real-world applications both in Korth Arnerica and in Europe, the use of 

eornputerized procedures f< __ u' the distribution process planning produces substantial savings 

from 5% to 20% in the grobal transportation costs. 

1.4.2 Algorithms for SDVRP 

\Ve next introduce algorithms for SDVIlP. Dror and Trudeau [28, 29] first proposed an algo

rithm for SDVRP. The algorithm consists of two stages. In the first stage, an initial solution 

to VRP is constructed, and in the second stage, a split procedure which splits a demand for 

a custorner between hvo vehicles is conducted iterativel:y in order to reduce the total travel 

cost. They observe t.hat, when cust.omer demand is small relative to vehicle capacity, there 

are almost no split. deliveries, while when customer demand is very large (e.g., from 0.7 to 

0.9 times vehicle capacity), split. deliveries occur and the total travel cost is reduced (e.g., the 

average savings of 11% over a VRP solution). The detail of the algorithm will be described 

in Chapter 2. 

Frizzell and Giffin [34] developed a construction heurist.ic f(lr SDVRP on a grid network. 

Furthermore they [35] studied SDVIlP with time windows on a grid network. Dror et al. [30] 

forrnulated SDVRP as an integer linear prograrll ,vith several new cla.')scs of valid constraints, 

and developed a constraint relaxation algorithm using branch and bound for solving SDVRP 

exactly. I3elenguer et al. [8] proposed a lower bound for SDVRP based on a polyhedral 

study of the problem. They introduced a new family of valid inequalities and proposed a 

cutting-plane algorithm f(lr generating a lower bound to SDVRP. Archetti et al. [4] proposed 

a tabu search algorithm for SDVIlP. Ilecent dissertations by Liu [54] and Nowak [64] modeled 

variants of the SDVIlP, proposed solution procedures, and reported computational results. 

Chen and -YVa..sil [17J proposed a nev~' heuristic that cornbines a rnixed integer prograrIl and a 

record-to-record travel algorithrn. Their heuristic generally perforrns better than tabu search. 

Several applications of SDVIlP arc also described in the practical problems. :Vlullaseril 

et al. applied Dror and Trudeau's algorithm [28, 29] for SDVRP to a problem of livestock 

feed distribution [58]. Other applications of SDVRP are newspaper logistics [84], routing of 

helicopters [80], and so OIL 

1.4.3 Algorithms for variants of PDP 

The pickup and delivery problem with time windows (PDPT\V) has been widely studied re

cently [9, 51, 6:3, 68, 74, 77]. l\anry and Barnes [63] first presented a metaheuristic algorithm 

that incorporates a tabu search method for PDPT\V. Li and Lim [51] adopted simulated an

nealing and tabu search method to PDPT\V, and analy"ed its performance by using instances 

that are generated from instances for VRPT\V by Solomon [82]. 

Shang and Cuff [78] first introduced an operation of transfers, where requests can be 
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exchanged behveen vehicles. rvIinic and Laporte [56] proposed an algorithrn for the pickup and 

deliver)! problern ,vith tirne windows and transfers. Their algorithrn consists of hvo phases; 

the first is a construction phase based on cheapest insertions, the second is an irnprovernent 

phase by reinserting requests. They investigated the usefulness of transfers and showed that 

transshipment points reduce the total travel cost when requests are uniformly generated 

in the plane. Furthermore they showed that transshipment points are useful in clustered 

instances and their usefulness increa..;;ed when the cluster size becornes srnaller. Cortes et al. 

[19] have proposed a mixed integer programming (MILP) model for the pickup and delivery 

problenl v,rith tirne v,rindmvs and transfers. The authors have irnplenrcnted a branch-and-cut 

algorithnl, and solved very snlall instances v,rith up to eight custorners and one transshipnrcnt 

point. 

1.5 Analyses on the optimal cost between problems 

As described in Section 1.1, the rnaxirnurn saving that can be achieved by rnaking a change 

to the routing rules and facilities is usually large, and the inforrnation about the rnaxirnurn 

possible cost saving by each types of constraints on routing and facilities is helpful for com

panies before conducting changes actually. In this section, we introduce theoretical analyses 

on hmv the rnaxirnurn travel cost can be saved by dropping constraints. Sorne experirnental 

results have been shmvn htnv rnllch travel cost is saved by dropping constraints in PDP type 

problenls [29, 56]. \\le focus on theoretical analyses afterward in this section. 

Given an instance I and problem PRB, let p be the number of requests that need to be 

served, and let optpRR(I) denote the optimal cost to PRI3 with instance I. For some PRI3, 

and PR.I32 , the rnaxirnal cost that can be saved by regarding an instance to PR.I3 l as that to 

PRB2 has been studied. 

An:hetti et al. [5] ana.lyzed travel cost that can be saved by allowing split deliveries to the 

standard VRP. They showed that optVllP(I) -<: 2optSDVHP(I) holds for any instance I. They 

proved the bound by converting a solution to SDVRP to a solution to VRP, and showing the 

increased travel cost is less than or equal to optSD\·RP (I). They furthermore gave an instance 

where the bound is tight. They also st.udy a variant of VRP such that. a demand of a customer 

rnay be larger than the vehicle capacity, ,vhile each custorner has to be visited a rninirnurn 

nunlbcr of tirnes. They showcd that travel cost saved by allowing nlorc than the rnininnun 

nunlbcr of required visits is again at nlost 50%. 

Charikar ct al. [16] analyzed the rnaxirnurn travel cost that can bc savcd by introducing a 

transshipment point to k-delivery traveling salesman problem. The k-delivery problem is as 

follows. Given n identical objects that are placed at arbitrary initial locations, and required 

to be delivered to 'n target locations, the problern asks to find a route ,vith the rninirnurn cost 

where a vehide delivers at most. k it.ems at a t.ime. They showed t.hat the rat.io of dist.ance 
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traveled by an optirnal route \vith no transshiprnents versus a route with transshiprnents is 

bounded by 4. 

Arkin et al. [6] considered a delivery problem on a network where nodes have supplies 

or demands, and the total supply is equal to the total demand. They assume that arcs 

satisfy the Tl'iangle Inequality, and a vehicle has infinite capacity. They consider certain 

restrictions on routcs~ and corn pare the quality of solutions of the unrestricted problcnl to 

that of the restricted one. They especially considered a delivery problem with a restriction 

that all pickup actions must be made before any delivery actions, which corresponds to a 

constraint of consecutive pickups and deliveries (constraint (e) in Section 1.3). They showed 

that the ratio of the restricted optimal solution to the unrestricted optimal solution is 2. 

1.6 Main contribution and outline of the thesis 

In this thesis, we rnake t\VO types of contributions. 

One contribution is proposing a fast construction algorithm to find a cheaper routing 

schedule, which is one approach to decrease physical distribution cost. \Ve consider the 

discrete split delivery vehide routing problem (DSDVRP), which is introduced in Section 1.3, 

and propose a fa.')t algorithnl that constructs routes onc by one without any irnprovcrllcnt 

procedures to the DSDVRP. The algorithm generates routes by a dynamic programming 

based on an elaborate route evaluation function that estimates the total travel cost required 

to service all the remaining items by vehicles. 

In Chapter 2, we make preparations to show the algorithm for DSDVRP. \Ve first define 

problems VRP and SDVRP, and describe standard construction algorithms for VRP; the 

saving algorithm, the insertion algorithm, and the sweep algorithm. For SDVRP, we introduce 

Dror and 'n"lldeau's heuristic algoritlun [28, 29J. Those algorithrIls are llsed to eornpare with 

our algorithm in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 3, we explain the detail of the construction algorithm f(lr DSDVRP [60]. \Ve 

fllrtherrnore conduct cornpntational experirnents for real-\vorld instances and show that our 

algorithm is practically efficient and fast comparing to representative heuristics for VRP and 

SDVRP. Our approach to estimate the total travel cost of resulting items accurately would 

be applied to other types of routing problems in order to produce good quality solutions 

with short computation time. Furthermore mixing several improvement methods including 

sophisticated rnetaheuristics \vith our construction algorithrn could produce good solutions 

with less travel eost. 

The other contribution is analyzing the maximum possible cost that can be saved by 

relaxing some constraints. As described in Section 1.1, it is desirable to know the possible 

cost saving b:y each type of constraints on routing without conducting accurate estirnations 

of their perforrnances. 
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Fig. 1.4 shows factors of upper and lower bounds on the maximum cost that can be saved 

by regarding an instance to problem A as that to problem B, where A (resp., B) corresponds 

to the problem that is located on the head (resp., tail) of each arc in Fig. 1.4. A value 

on the left (resp., right) side of each arc indicates an upper bound (resp., lower bound) 

between two problems of head and tail of the arc. Note that VRP is a problem of PDPC 

with special instances. Factor O(p) on the maximum ratio on the optimal cost of PDPC to 

that of PDPCMT can be easily confirmed. Thus one of the our final goal in this thesis is to 

find upper flower bounds between every pair of the problems in Fig 1.4 in terms of common 

input parameters such as the number p of requests. 

large 

travel 
cost 

small 

upper! 
bound lower 

bound 

Figure 1.4: Upper and lower bounds on the maximum ratio on the optimal cost, where "not 

found" between problems PDPT and PDP means that no bounds have been found between 

them. 

In this thesis, we will make the following analyses. In Chapter 4, we study the maximum 

cost that can be saved by introducing a transshipment point to PDP [62]. We will show that 

holds for any instance I with p requests and one transshipment point if each vehicle can visit 

the transshipment point at most once. The inequality is shown by presenting a polynomial 

time algorithm that converts a solution to PDPT to a solution to PDP, and by showing that 

the travel cost of the constructed solution is bounded by the ratio. We then show that if each 

vehicle can visit the transshipment point any number of times, then it holds 
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Furthermore we see that the bound is valid for the ratio of optPDPC (1) to optpDPTC (1), and we 

present an instance I' that satisfies optPDPC (1') = pl/4 . optPDPTC (1'). 

In Chapter 5, we examine how the least travel cost can be increased by the requirement to 

PDP that no vehicle which has begun a delivery action is allowed to take pickup actions until 

all of the loads on the vehicle are delivered [61]. We will show that the maximum ratio of the 

optimal value of PDPCMT to that of PDP over all instances with p requests is presented by 

The analysis for the upper bound can be easily extended to a case with a transshipment 

point. We will show that the maximum ratio of the optimal value of PDPTCMT to that of 

PDPT over all instances with p requests is given by 

optpDPTCIvIT (1) :::; l1og2 4p l . optpDPT (1). 

We furthermore present an instance I that gives a lower bound that satisfies 

The lower bound holds for the case with a transshipment point by regarding that the trans

shipment point is located at a sufficiently far location such that using the transshipment 

point does not contribute to reduce the total cost. Thus there is an instance I that satisfies 

In order to show the lower bound, we first introduce a partition problem that asks to find a 

partition of vertices on a complete binary tree with the minimum cost, and present a lower 

bound on the partition problem. We analyze a lower bound on travel cost of a PDPCMT 

solution by considering travel cost that does not depend on sequences on trips but are derived 

from travel cost between pickup points and delivery points of requests in the trips. A lower 

bound of the travel cost is obtained by using the result of the lower bound for the partition 

problem. 

Finally in Chapter 6, we make concluding remarks. 



Chapter 2 

Heuristic Algorithms for VRP and 

SDVRP 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we first formulate the vehicle routing problem (VRP) and the split delivery 

vehicle routing problem (SDVRP). VRP is the most common and well studied among a 

number of routing problems and it has been a subject of intensive research focused mainly on 

heuristic and metaheuristics approaches. We next explain three classic heuristic algorithms 

for VRP; the saving method, the sweep method, and the insertion method. Furthermore 

we review a local search and some representative neighborhoods; the A-opt neighborhood, 

the or-opt neighborhood, and the cross exchange neighborhood. We finally review Dror and 

Trudeau's heuristic algorithm for SDVRP. Those algorithms are used to compare solution 

quality with that of our algorithm for DSDVRP in Chapter 3. 

2.2 Problem definition 

This section formulates problem VRP. We are given a vertex set V = {O, 1, ... ,n}, where 

o E V denotes the depot while the other vertices are customers. We can regard vertex 0 as 

a pickup point of all requests, and each customer as a delivery point in PDP. The number of 

requests in PDP is equal to IVI - 1, i.e., the number of customers. The following inputs are 

associated with each customer j E V - {O} . 

• q(j) : Quantity of goods required at customer j E V - {O}. Denote q(V') = LjEVI q(j) 

for each subset V' ~ V - {O}. We assume that quantity q(j) for each customer j E 

V - {O} is a positive real number. 

• R : A set of vehicles available. We suppose that the vehicles are homogeneous, and 
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there are a sufficiently large nurnber of vehicles available to serve all cnstOlner dernands. 

\Ve denote the vehicle capacity b:y c, and suppose that c is a positive real Illlrnber. 

• d(j,j') : Distance from customer (or depot) j to customer (or depot) j' for j,j' E V. 

Distance d(j, j') is a nonnegative real nurnbcr, and in general a,.')yrnnlCtric, i.e., d(j, j') #
d(j', j) may hold. 

In this chapter, a mute .\ is a sequence ], ,j2, ... ,j" of customers, and IS denoted by 

[jL.i2, ... ,j,,]. Its t·ravel cost ri('\) is defined to be 

d(.\) = d(O,jl) + L d(ji,ji+l) + d(j" , 0). 
1<i<11.-1 

For simplicity, we may treat a route .\ as an ordered subset of V; For example, q(.\) means 

the t.otal quant.ity of goods for customers in route .\. A vehicle visit.s t.he cust.omers in a rout.e 

in the order of the sequence of t.he route. 

Problem VIlP is formulated as follows: 

rninirnize 

subject to U"CR..\v = V - {O} 

.\1' n .\,,' = 0 for all distinct 1/,1/' E R 

'1(.\1') :c; c f(lr aliI/ E R. 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

In the above formulation, .\1' is a route that is served by vehicle 1/ E R. If vehicle 1/ is not 

utili"ed, then we let .\1' = 0 and ri(.\) = O. Constraint (2.2) indicates that all customers in 

V - {O} must. be visited by any of the vchic:1cs, and const.raint (2.3) indicates that. every 

cllstonlCr is included in exactly onc route. Constraint (2.4) rncans capacity constraint. The 

objective is to minimize the total travel cost as shown by (2.1). 

We next define the split delivery vehicle routing problem (SDVRP). In SDVRP, each 

vehicle can visit a cllstorner Inor8 than once. Thus \ve give the following additional definition . 

• q(.\v,j) : Quantity of goods served to customer j E V - {O} on route .\". 

I3y using the notation q(.\u,j), problem SDVRP is formulated as follows: 

rllllllnllZC 

uER. 

subject to UVER.\u = V - {O} 

L '1(.\",j) = q(j) for allj E V - {O}. 
vCR. 

'1(.\,,) :c; c for 11,111/ E R. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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Constraint (2.7) indicates that the total quant.ity of demand t.hat is served for customer j by 

all vehides is equal t.o demand q(j) f(lr customer j. 

2.3 Classical construction algorithms for VRP 

In this section, we describe representative cla..ssical heuristic algorithrIls f< __ u' VR.P; the saving 

met.hod, t.he sweep met.hod, and the insert.ion method. In Chapt.er 3, solution qualit.y of our 

algorithm for the discrete split. delivery vehicle routing problem will be compared wit.h one 

by the first two algorithms. 

2.3.1 Saving algorithm 

The saving method was proposed for VRF with no time windows by Clarke and \Vright [181. 

It begins ,vith a solution in which each vehicle visits exactl:y one cHstorIler, that is, each vehicle 

goes to a custorner fi'orn the depot, and after serving dernand f'( __ u' the custOlner, it returns to 

the depot.. Next the following merging procedure is repeated. Let .sij be a cost saving t.hat is 

achievcd by rnerging hvo routes, v,rherc the last custorner of onc route is custorner i and thc 

first customer of the other route is customer j. Then cost sij is represented by 

.sij = d(i,O) +d(O,j) - d(i,j). 

The algorithrIl selects an edge (i, j) sHch that cost 8ij is the rna.xirnurIl Hnder the restriction 

that. the total quantit.y of demand that arc served on the two routes does not exceed capacit.y 

c, and t.hen merges them. The saving algorit.hm is described as follows. 

Algorithm SilVI'IG ALGORITHM 

Input: A set. V of vert.ices, where 0 E V is the depot and I! E V - {Of is a customer wit.h 

demand q(v), dist.ance d between two vert.ic,,, in V, and a set R of vehicles with capacit.y c. 

Output: A set. A = {AI, ... , Ar } of rout.es. 

1: Generate routes Aj = [jl for each customer j E V - {o}; 

2: Compute savings Sfj = d(i, 0) + d(O,j) - d(i,j) for each customer i and customer j, 

and order the savings in a descending order; 

3: for Start. from the top of t.he savings list do 

4: Given a saving .sij, determine whether there exist two rout.es, one containing edge (O,j) 

and the other containing edge (i,O) such that the tot.al quant.ity of demands t.hat are 

served on the two routes does not exceed capacity C; 

5: if Such two routes exist then 

6: J\lerge the two routes by deleting edge (i,O) and edge (O,j) and introducing edge (i,j) 

7: end /* if*/ 
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8: end. 1* for * / 

Fig 2.1 illustrates an example of an operation that merges two routes. Note that a sequence 

of one route is traversed by the merge. 

o : customers D : a depot 

Figure 2.1: An example of an operation that merges two routes by the saving algorithm. 

Paessens [67] proposed the following savings function; 

Sij = d(i, 0) + d(O,j) - g. d(i,j) + f ·Id(i, 0) - d(O,j)l, 

where 0 < 9 ::; 3 and 0 ::; f ::; 1 are parameters. They showed that an example of good 

parameter values is 9 = 1.4 and f = 0.5. Furthermore Paessens discussed some techniques 

to reduce storage requirements. 

2.3.2 Sweep algorithm 

Gillet and Miller [39] proposed an algorithm for the Euclidean VRP which is based on the 

geographical direction of customers. They assumed that all vehicles have the same capacity. 

Positions of customers are given in polar coordinates. The depot is supposed to locate in the 

center. Vertices are ordered in an ascending or descending order of their arguments. If two 

vertices have the same argument, then the vertex which has the smallest argument comes 

first. The algorithm divides a set of customers in the order so that the total quantity of 

requests for each subset that is served by one vehicle does not exceed the capacity. 

Assume that we have ordered a set of customers, and renumbered them according to the 

order (note that vertex 0 is the depot). Let V' be a set of customers that are assigned to any 

of routes. Given two sequences ()l and (}2 of vertices, we denote by ()l EB (}2 a sequence that 

follows sequences ()l and (}2 in this order. The sweep algorithm is described as follows. 

Algorithm SWEEP ALGORITHM 
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Input: A set V of vertices, where 0 E V is the depot and v E V - {O} is a customer with 

demand q( v), where customers are ordered and renumbered by an ascending or descending 

order of arguments, and a set n of vehicles with capacity c. 

Output: A set A = {AI, ... ,Ar } of routes. 

1: V':= 0 and i := 1; 

2: Start with the depot for the first vehicle, i.e., Al = 0; 
3: while V' #- V - {O} do 

4: Select a customer j E V - V' - {O} with the smallest index; 

5: if q(Ai) + q(j) ::; c then 

6: Assign customer j to the current vehicle, i.e., Ai := Ai EEl [j]; 

7: V' := V' U {k} 

8: else 

9: The current vehicle returns to the depot; 

10: Prepare a new vehicle, i.e., i := i + 1 and Ai = 0 
11: end j* if*j 

12: end. 1* while * j 

Fig. 2.2 illustrates an example of a solution with three routes constructed by the sweep 

algorithm. Each number besides a vertex represents the order of an assignment to a vehicle. 

3 

5 

o degree angle 

o : customers D : a depot 

Figure 2.2: An example of a solution obtained by the sweep algorithm. 
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2.3.3 Insertion algorithm 

The insertion algorithm was first proposed and analy"ed for the traveling salesman problem 

by Rosenkrantz et al. ['75], and it \vas applied to the vehicle routing problerIl \vith tirne 

windmvs by SolOlIlon [82]. 

Given a constant T, it first selects r cllstonlCrs, \vhich arc called seed customers. Then it 

constructs a solution with r routes in \vhich each vehicle visits exactly onc seed cllstOlllcr, 

that is. each vehicle goes to a seed customer from the depot, and after serving demand for the 

seed customer, it returns to the depot. '-'ext the following inserting procedure is repeated. 

Let k be an llnI'onted cnstOlner, and leti and j ('i #- j) be t\VO consecutive vertices (cllstOlners 

or t.he depot.) that belong t.o the same rout.e. \Ve denot.e by ";,ik a cost. that is achieved by 

inserting cllstOlncr k bct\yccn vertices i and j. Then cost ,sijk is represented by 

,sijk = d(i,k) + d(k,j) - d(i,j). 

Given an ulll'outed customer k, the algorithm determines vertices i and j such that cost ,sijk 

is the rnininUllll under the restriction that the total quantity of dcrnand that is served on a 

route does not exceed capacity c, and insert k between vertices i and j. Let Vi be a set of 

customers that belong to any of constructed routes. The insertion algorithm is described as 

f()llows. 

Algorithm I'ISERTIOK ALGORITHM 

Input: A set. V of vert.ices, where a E V is the depot and I! E V - {Of is a customer wit.h 

demand q( v), distance d between two vertices in V, a set R of vehicles with capacity c, and 

a constant r. 

Output: A set. A = {AI, ... , AI'} of rout.es. 

1: Select r seed custorIlers, and generate r routes each of \vhich includes exactl:y one 

seed custolller: 

2: while Vi cf V - {O} do 

3: Select a customer k E V - Vi - {O}; 

4: Compute costs Sijk = d(i, k) + d(k,j) - d(i,j) for all consecutive vertices i and j 

on the current routes; 

5: Select vertices 'i and j such that cost 8ijk is the rIlinirnurIl under the restriction that 

the total quantity of demand after inserting customer k does not exceed capacity c; 

6: if Such vertic,,, i and j exist then 

7: Insert customer k between vertices i and j 

8: end; /* if * / 
9: V' := V' U {k:} 
10: end. /* while * / 
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There exist variations in selecting seed customers at Line 1 and a customer k at Line 3. \Vhen 

iInplernenting the insertion algorithIn in Chapter 3, we select seed custOlners randOlnl:y, and 

select. a customer k that. is the fart.hest. from the depot. in V - {Of - V'. Campbell and 

Savelsberg [15] discussed an efficient implementation of the insertion algorithm for vehicle 

routing problems with complicated constraints. 

2.4 Local search 

In this section, \ve revie\v local search that irnproves initial solutions generated by construction 

algoritluns, SOIne of vdlich are introduced in the previous section. 

Local search starts fronl an initial solution, and iteratively replaces it v,rith a better solu

tion in its neighborhood, which is a set of solutions that are obtained from the current solution 

by perturbing slightly [1, 43, 69, 92, 93]. Local search terminates when it reaches a solution 

that has no better solutions in the neighborhood, or a time bound is elapsed. There exist 

several problems where local search has been applied as follows. 

• the travelling salesman problem [21, 52, 53], in which a solution is a cycle containing 

all nodes of the graph and the target is to minimi"e the total length of the cycle; 

• the vehicle routing problem, the pickup and delivery problem and their variants [4, 12, 

13, 37, 40, 85, 86, 89]; 

• the vertex cover problem [73, 79], in which a solution is a vertex cover of a graph, and 

the target is to find a solution with a minimal number of vertices; 

• t.he boolean sat.isfiability problem [33, 41 L in which a candidat.e solution is a t.ruth 

a..qsignrnent, and the target is to rnaxirnize the nUInber of clauses satisfied b:y the a..q

signment; in this case, the final solution is of use only if it satisfies all clauses. 

• the nurse scheduling problern [2, '7, 27] \vhere a solution is an a..qsignrnent of Illuses to 

shifts which satisfies all established constraints. 

Definitions of neighborhoods depend on problerns, and are essential parts in designing a 

local search algoritlun. As an exarnple, the neighborhood of a vertex cover is another vertex 

only differing by one vertex. For boolean satisfiability, neighborhoods of a truth assignment 

are usually truth a,.')signrnents only differing frorn it by an evaluation of a variable. 

Local optimization with neighborhoods that involve changing up to k components of a 

solution is often referred to as k-opt. A locally optimal solution with a large neighborhood 

usually produces better solutions than that \vith a srnaller neighborhood, \vhile the neighbor

hood search \vith a larger neighborhood often takes rnore cOlnputation tirne. 
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There exist two types of rnove strategies in local search, one is the first admi88ible rnove 

strategy and the other is the best adm/iss-ible '(nove. strate.gy. The first admissible move st.rategy 

scans solutions in neighborhoods according to a prespecified order, and immediately accepts 

a solution that improves the current solution first as the next solution. The best admissible 

move strategy selects the best solution in neighborhoods as the next solution. In many cases, 

first admissible move strategy is applied since best admissible move strategy requires much 

cornpntation tirne. 

:)...fetahenristics are the rnost enhanced rnethod in approxirnate optirnization technique of 

the last thirty decades. Tabu search is a representative metaheuristic method. Many high 

quality solutions for VIlP by tabu search have been reported [42, 85, 86, 89]. Metaheuristics 

methods usually produce better solutions than those by construction algorithms, however 

they consume much computation time and sometimes require finely tuned parameters. Thus 

we atternpt to produce good solutions by a construction algorithrn in Chapter 3. 

2.4.1 Neighborhoods for VRP 

In this section, we introduce three representative neighborhoods for the traveling salesman 

problem and the vehicle routing problem. For more information, see [13, 42, 47, 57]. 

(i) .\-opt neighborhood: The .\-opt neighborhood was proposed by Lin [52] f(lr the traveling 

salcsrnan problcnl, ,vhere ,\ is a prescribed integer. Given a routc, it rcnlOVCS A edges 

of a route, and connects the resulting .\ segments so that a route is constructed. The 

2-opt neighborhood is probably the most basic and widely used neighborhood in TSP. 

Given a route, it selects two edges (i, m) and (j, k) from the route such that all indices 

i, TIL, j and k are distinct, and appear in this order in the route. The 2-opt replaces 

these two edges by edges (i, j) and (rn, k) if this change decreases travel cost of the 

current route. This simple heuristics performs well on Euclidean instances, e.g., the well

known TSPLII3 [72]. Local search by 2-opt needs a subquadratic number of improving 

steps until it reaches a local optinlllIn, and the constructed solution lies \vithin a few 

percentage points of the global optirnurn [46J. Fig 2.3 illustrates an exarnple of the 

2-opt neighborhood operation. In Fig 2.3, two edges (i, rn) and (j, k) arc removed, and 

two edges (i, j) and (m, k) arc inserted. 

(ii) Or-opt neighborhood: The or-opt neighborhood, which was proposed by Or [66] in 

1976, is an 0(11,712) exchange operation that produces solutions nearly as good as 3-opt. 

It first rernoves edges of three consecutive vertices, and consider all possible reinsertions. 

Fig 2.4 illustrates an example of the or-opt neighborhood operation. In Fig 2.4, three 

consecutive vertices fronl i to j arc rernoved, and inserted bet\veen vertices 'm and k. 

(iii) Cross exchange neighborhood: Given a constant L C
T'088 , the cross exchange neighbor

hood [861 is defined to be a set. of solutions that. are obt.ained by exchanging two paths of 
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Figure 2.3: An example of the 2-opt neighborhood operation. 

Figure 2.4: An example of the or-opt neighborhood operation. 

length, i.e., the number of edges, at most Lcross between two routes. This neighborhood 

can be regarded as a subset of the 4-opt neighborhood. The cross exchange neighbor

hood is an extension where the exchanged paths can be inserted with the reverse order 

[12]. Fig 2.5 illustrates an example of the cross exchange neighborhood operation. 

2.5 Dror and Trudeau's algorithm for SDVRP 

In this section, we describe the most well-known algorithm for SDVRP by Dror and Trudeau 

[28, 29]. They consider the case where demand of each customer is not beyond a vehicle 

capacity. Their algorithm mainly consists of two phases. Firstly an initial VRP solution is 

constructed, and secondary a local search algorithm that includes a splitting operation of a 

customer demand is operated. The local search is composed of the following two procedures. 

(i) k-split interchange: This procedure removes a customer from all the routes that include 

the customer, and reinsertions the customer into routes by admitting splitting the 

customer demand. We consider a case where demand q(i) of customer i is split below. 

1 Remove customer i from all the routes where customer i is served. 

2 Consider all subsets A' of k routes such that the total residual capacity of routes 

in A' is larger than or equal to demand q( i) of customer i. For each such subset A', 
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Figure 2.5: An example of the cross exchange neighborhood operation. 

compute the total insertion cost of customer i into all routes in N by splitting the 

customer demand. The order to visit customer i in each route in N is determined 

so that the insertion cost is minimized. Choose a subset N that leads to the 

minimum insertion cost, and insert i into all routes in N. 

(ii) Route addition: This procedure eliminates a split delivery for a customer to reduce the 

total travel cost. Suppose that customer i is split, and appears in at least two routes 

Al and A2. We eliminate the split of demand q(i) of customer i on these two routes, 

and create a new route by checking 9 different possible route configurations with the 

following properties. 

1 Preserve the four principle route segments on routes Al and A2 (from the depot to 

the customer preceding i and from the customer succeeding i to the depot). 

2 Create three routes considering all the possible combinations among the principle 

route segments and customer i, and choose the best one (see [28, 29] for detail). 

The route addition procedure among three different routes produces 19 possible combi

nations. In case a customer is split between more than three routes, the route addition 

procedure examines each instance of two and three routes that visit the customer and 

analyses 9 and 19 configurations, respectively. 

The main algorithm consists of five subroutines. The first subroutes constructs an initial 

VRP solution by a variant by Bodin et al. [10] of the well-known saving algorithm. The 

second subroutine is a local search using the cross exchange neighborhoods with Lcross = 1 

and Lcross = 2. The third one is a local search with the 2-opt. The fourth is the k-split 
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interchange procedure, and the fifth subroutine is the route addition procedure. The rnain 

algorithm is described as f()llows. 

Algorithm DROll A'iD TRCDEAC'S ALGORITIIM FOR SDVRP 

Input: A set V of vertices, where 0 E V is the depot and I! E V - {Of is a customer with 

demand q(v). distance d between two vertices in V. and a set R of vehicles with capacity c. 

Output: A set A = {AI •...• Ar } of routes. 

1: Construct an initial VRP solution; 

2: Execute a local search with the cross exchange neighborhood and the 2-opt; 

3: Execute k-split interchange procedures for all customers; 

4: Execute route addition procedures for all customers; 

5: if A irnprovernent occurs for at least one cllstOlner at Line 5 then 

6: goto Line 4 

7: end; /* if */ 
8: if A irnprovcrllcnt occurs for at least one cllstonlCr at Line 4 then 

9: goto Line 2 

10: end. /* if * / 





Chapter 3 

DP-based Heuristic Algorithm for 

the Discrete Split Delivery Vehicle 

Routing Problem 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider the discrete split delivery vehicle routing problem (DSDVRP). 

In DSDVRP, each customer may be visited more than once, however, loads for a customer 

consists of a set of items, each of which cannot be split, where items may have different 

sizes. For this problem, we propose a DP-based heuristic algorithm that constructs routes 

one by one without any improvement procedures. The algorithm generates each route by 

dynamic programming based on an elaborate route evaluation function that estimates the 

total travel cost that is required to service all the remaining items by vehicles. We show that 

our algorithm is practically efficient and fast comparing to representative heuristic algorithms 

for VRP and SDVRP that are introduced in the previous chapter. 

3.2 Problem definition 

This sections gives some definitions, and formulates the discrete split delivery vehicle routing 

problem. 

Let V = {O, 1, ... ,n} be a set of vertices, where 0 E V denotes the depot while the other 

vertices are customers. We call an element of goods which is delivered to a customer an item. 

Let M stand for a set of all items over all customers in V - {O}, and m denote IMI. The 

following inputs are associated with each customer j E V - {O} and each item k E M . 

• Mj : A set of items which are required to be delivered from depot 0 to customer 

j E V - {O} (hence M = Uj M j and M j n Mjl = 0 for j i- j'). 
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• q(k) : Quantity of item k E },II. Denote qUvJ') = I:kEM' q(k) for each subset 1\1' C;; Ivl. 

\Ye assume that quantity q(k) of each item k E 1"11 are positive integers. The assumption 

of positive integers is required for our algorithrn that is on a dynarnic prograrnrning in 

Section :3.3.2. 

• R: A set of vehicles available. \Ye suppose that the vehicles are homogeneous, and there 

are a sufficiently large IlllInber of vehicles available to service all iterIls, e.g., I'RI 2: I_ill I 
holds. \Ye assume that vehicle capacity c is a positive integer. 

• d(j,j') : Distance from customer (or depot) j to customer (or depot) j' for j,j' E V. 

Distance d(j, j') is a nonnegative real number, and in general asymmetric, i.e., d(j, j') oJ 
d(j', j) may hold. Distance d(j, j') may not satisfy then·iangle Inequality. 

A route A is a sequence k1, k2, ... , k" of items, and denoted by [k1' k2 , ... , k,,]. Its travel 

cost d(A) is defined to be 

d(A) = d(O, kt) + L d(ki , ki+1) + d(k", 0). 
l<i<n-l 

For simplicity, we may treat a route A as an ordered subset of },II; For example, q(A) means 

the total quantity of items in A. A vehicle delivers the items in a route in the order of the 

sequence of the route. 

Problem DSDVRP is formulated as f(lliows: 

rninirnize 

subject to 

L d(Au) 
/JER 

UvERAy = J"vl 

Au n Au' = 0 f(lr all distinct v, Vi E R 

q(Au) -<: c for all v E R. 

(3.1 ) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

In the above f()rrnulation, Av is a route serviced by vehicle J/ E R. If vehicle u is not utilized, 

then we let Au = 0 and d(A) = O. Constraint (3.2) indicates that all items in Ivl must 

be served by any of the vehicles, and constraint (3.3) indicates that every item is included 

in exactly one route. Note that each customer is allowed to be visited by more than one 

vehicle. The objective is to minimi"e the total travel cost as shown by (3.1). The features of 

the problem are that customers may have multiple items, and the total quantity q(Jvl j ) for 

cllstOlner j can be beyond vehicle capacit:y c. 

3.3 DP-based heuristic algorithm 

This section describes our algorithm for DSDVRP. \Ye attempt to design a fast algorithm for 

constructing a set of routes without irnproving the resulting routes. "Fe first describe a rnain 
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algoritlun and a procedure used in the rnain algoritlun. 

3.3.1 Main algorithm and procedure 

\Ve first describe an outline of our algorithm which we call DPRoUTE. Algorithm DPRoUTE 

iterativel:y generates routes one by one until all the iterns in .Af are a..ssigned to one of the 

generated routes. 

Let !VI' C; 1\1 stand for a set of items that are not yet assigned to any of the generated 

routes at an iteration in DPROUTE. For a set 1.\I' of iterns, a route f< __ )1" a subset of .Af' is 

generated by a procedure called FIKDRoUTE:p, \vhich chooses a route ba..;;ed on a function 

rp that evaluates "cost" of a route (\vc discuss how to choose function rp in Section 3.:3.3). 

DPRoLn: has an input parameter 9 E (0, I] which is used in procedure FI1\IlRoun:p to 

control the least quantity of items assigned to each route. 

Algorithm DPRoUTE 

Input: A set V of vertices, distance d between two vertices in V, a set 1"1 of items, quantity 

q of items, a set R of vehicles with capacity c, and a parameter 9 E (0, I]. 

Output: A set A = {,\1 •... , ,\r} of routes. 

1: Set IVI' := lvI, 1/ := 0 and A := 0; 

2: while M' # 0 do 

3: 1/ := 1/ + 1; 

4: '\" := FI1\IlRoun:p (!U',g); 

5: A:= Au {'\u}; 

6: !VI' := !VI' - '\U 

7: end; 1* while *1 
8: T := 1/ and '\" := 0 for 1/ = T + 1, ... , IRI. 

Note that r :c; IRI holds from the assumption that IRI 2: IMI in Section 3.2. 

Given a subset !VI' C; !VI, FI1\DROUTE" (!VI', g) constructs a route as follows. For each h = 

1,2, ... , c, we choose a route .1;, with q(.J,,) = h by a procedure, called CO'lSTRCCTRoUTEp 

ba..;;ed on an evaluation function rp, \vhich \vill be discussed in Section 3.3.2. Function ~ \vill 

be defined so that a route ,\ with a smaller 'P('\) becomes a member of a "good" set of routes 

to the problem. Choice of function 'P is crucial to our algorithm, and will be discussed in 

Section 3.3.:3. 

Procedure FIl\DRoUTEp(M', g) 

Input: A set !U' of items and a parameter 9 E (0,1]. 

Output: A route ,\. 

1: Construct routes.1;, with q(.Jh) = II. for II. = 1,2, ... , c by CONSTIl.UCTRoCTE'P(AI'), where 
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we let Jh = 0 if no such Jh exists; Let h* be the maximum h such that Jh i- 0; (Note that 

such h necessarily exists since it hold I M' I > 0 and 1 ::; q( k) ::; c for k E M'. ) 

2: Select a route A := argmin{cp(Jh) I 19· cJ ::; q(Jh) ::; h*} if 19· cJ ::; h*, and A := Jh* 

otherwise. 

The parameter 9 gives the least quantity 19· c J of items in route A. For a larger 9 E (0,1], 

FINDRouTE<p(M', g) tends to select a route of larger quantity, which may lead to a solution 

with a less number of vehicles than that by a small g. 

3.3.2 Constructing routes by dynamic programming 

This section describes procedure CONsTRucTRouTE<p(M') which constructs routes Jh with 

q(Jh ) = h for all h = 1,2, ... ,c based on dynamic programming. Let m' = IM'I. We first 

renumber indices k = 1,2, ... , m' of items in M' as follows. Let k = 1 be an item in the 

farthest customer from the depot 0 E V. For k ~ 2, k is an item in the nearest customer 

from the customer with item k - 1, where we break ties in items with the same travel cost 

by selecting an item of the maximum quantity among them. By renumbering indices in this 

way, the following equations hold, 

{ 
d(O, 1) = maxl<i<m' d(O, i), 

d(k - 1, k) = mink::;i::;m' d(k - 1, i) for k = 2,3, ... ,m'. 
(3.5) 

For each k E M' and h = 1,2, ... , c, we define Yk(h) by Yk(h) = 1 if there is a subset 

J <:;;; {1,2, ... ,k},1 E J with q(J) = hand Yk(P) = 0 otherwise. We find routes Jh for all 

h = 1,2, ... ,c with Yk(h) = 1 by the following dynamic programming algorithm. Given two 

sequences al and a2 of items, we denote by al EB a2 the sequence that follows sequences al 

and a2 in this order. 

Procedure CONsTRucTRouTE<p(M') 

Input: A set M' = {I, 2, ... ,m'} of items. 

Output: Routes Jh with q(Jh) = h and costs cp(Jh) for h = 1,2, ... ,c with Ym' (h) = 1. 

1: Renumber indices k = 1,2, .... ,m' so that (3.5) holds; 

2: Yl(h):= 1 and set route Jh := [1] for h = q(l); Compute cp(Jh); 

3: Yl(h):= 0 and Jh := 0 for j E ({I, 2, ... , c} - {q(l)}); Compute cp(0); 

4: for k = 2,3, ... ,m' do 

5: for h = c, c - 1, ... ,1 do 

6: Yk(h) := Yk-l(h); 

7: if Yk-l(h) = 1, h + q(k) ::; c, and cp(Jh EB [k]) < cp(Jh+q(k)) then 

8: Yk(h + q(k)) := 1 and Jh+q(k) := Jh EB [k] 
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9: end 1* if * I 
10: end 1* f()r p *1 
11: end. 1* for k *1 

Line 2 generates a route .Ih = [1] for h = q(I). Lines 7-8 generate a new route .Ih+q(k) by 

adding item k to route .Ih as its last item. 

Lemma 3.1. Every non em.pty route .Ih generated by CONSTfWCTROl;n:", includes the first 

item. 1. 

proof: Line 2 generates a route .Ih = [1]. By Line 7, only when Yk-I (h) = 1 holds for k ? 2 

(i.e., there exists a route .Ih at (k - l)st iteration), route .", Ci [k] which includes item k can 

be generated. Hence, every non empty route includes the first item 1. D 

The reason why we let routes include the first item 1. i.e., an item in the farthest customer, 

at each iteration is that leaving unprocessed items of distant customers would easily produce 

solutions of large travel cost. 

3.3.3 Evaluation of routes 

The main algorithm, DPRoCTE, simply outputs routes AI,"" AT chosen by procedure 

FI'wRoLn:(NI', g) from a set of routes generated by procedure 

C01\STlwCTRoun:",(lI:I'). where these procedures choose or generate routes with small 

function values 'P. Therefore, choice of function 'P is very important to obtain a solution 

{AI •...• AT} with high quality. A simple setting of function 'P would be 'P(A) = d(A) for a 

route A, which is the actual travel cost incurred by the route. However, as will be observed 

in sonle conrputational experinlent in Section 3.4.:3, solutions conrputed v,rith this function rp 

have a poor quality in both the number of vehicles and the total travel cost of routes. Our 

new idea is to estirnate the rninin1u111 cost of routes to service the rernaining iterns ,vithout 

cornputing any set of routes f< __ u" those iterns. In general, it seeIns difficult to obtain a function 

that tells an optiInal value of an instance without constructing any solutions. Fortunately, 

the DSDVRP seems to admit such a function. For a given set 11:1' of items and a route A 

from NI'. we set function 'P to be 

(3.6) 

where the first term d(A) is the travel cost required to service items in route A, and the sum 

E, (A)+E2(A) ofthe second and third terms estimates the minimum total travel cost of routes 

to service all the remaining items NI' - A. 

\Ve let E 1 (A) (resp., E2 (A)) represent an estimated total travel cost between the depot 

and custorners (resp., arnong custOlners) required to service the rernaining iterns in _Af' - A. 
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We estimate the number of times to visit customer j by q(Mj n (M' - A))jC. The travel cost 

to visit customer j is at least 2d(0,j). We then set El(A) to be 

We observe that if Mjn(M' -A) -I- 0, i.e., at least one item in customer j remains, then at least 

one vehicle must visit customer j, taking travel cost at least 2d(0, j) (even if q(Mjn(M' -A)) > 
o is very small). Since it is difficult to know how vehicles visits the remaining customers in 

an optimal solution, we use the following simple formula for the third term E2(A). 

E2 (A) = 0.15 L {d(O,j) I j such that M j n (M' - A) -I- 0}, 

where the coefficient 0.15 is determined through our computational tests. Note that the first 

v-I routes AI, ... , AV-l have been computed and the incurred travel cost is L~,;:} d(Ai) 

before computing the v th route Av. Hence, for v = 1,2, ... ,r, the estimated minimum total 

travel cost Dv is given by 

for v = 1, 

for v = 2,3, ... , r. 

Note that cp(Al) is an estimated minimum total travel cost of the given instance (i.e., M' = 

M). As will be seen in Section 3.4.3, the total travel cost of an output solution is well

estimated by D l , D2 , ... ,Dr-I, i.e., Dv remains almost unchanged upon the completion of 

DPRoUTE. 

3.3.4 Time and space complexities 

In this section, we analyze the time and space complexities of our algorithms. We first show 

the following lemmas. 

Lemma 3.2. CONSTRUCTRoUTE<p(M') runs in O(cm' + n 2 ) time and O(cm' + n 2 ) space. 

proof: Renumbering indices k = 1,2, ... ,m' in Line 1 can be done in 0(n2 + m') time and 

0(n2 + m') space (it needs 0(n2 ) space to save distances d). Since computing cp(Jp U {k}) in 

Line 7 can be done in 0(1) time by updating its value at k - 1, Lines 4-11 can be conducted 

in O(cm') time and O(cm' +n2 ) space. Hence, CONSTRUCTRoUTE<p(M') runs in O(cm' +n2 ) 

time and O(cm' + n 2 ) space. D 

Lemma 3.3. FINDRoUTE<p(M',g) runs in O(cm' + n 2 ) time and O(cm' + n 2 ) space. 

proof: The time and space complexity of Line 1 was analyzed by Lemma 3.2. Line 2 of 

FINDRoUTE<p(M', g) can be done in O(c) time and O(c) space. Hence, the time and space 
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complexities of Fl'mRoCTE'P(iVI', q) are the same with those of CONSTIl.UCTRoCTE'P(AI'). 

D 

FroIll the above lenunas, \ve have the foll()\ving theorerIl. 

Theorem 3.1. DPRoCTE run8 in O((cTn + n 2 )r) I'iTne and O(cTn + n 2 ) 8]1ace. 

proof: Since the number of times to call FINIlRolJT~:'P in DPRoun: is r, the total running 

time ofDPRoun: is O((cm+n2)r). The computation space is O(cm+n2) as in FI!\IlRoun:p. 

D 

3.3.5 Reducing running time 

In this section, \ve describe a \vay to reduce the rUIlning tirne to execute DPRoUTE at the 

price of the solution quality. As shmvn in Section 3.3.4, the running tirHe is affected b~y the 

size of capacity c, \vhich is the rnaxinullll nurnber routes constructed in CONSTRUCTRoLTE,'P' 

\Ve reduce the running time by diminishing the number of constructed routes. 

In order to reduce the number of constructed routes, we introduce a parameter w so 

that fc/wl routes will be constructed in CONSTRUCTRoCTE'P' \Ve redefine .Jh, for h' = 

1,2, ... , rc;-wl as a route which satisfies (II.' - 1) . w < q(.Jh') :S 11.' . w, and redefine !Jdh') for 

11,' = 1,2, ... , rc/wl and k = 1,2, ... ,Tn' as follows. For each k: E IVI' and 11,' = 1,2, ... , rc/wl, 
we define !Jk(h') by Vdh') = 1 if there is a subset .1 C; {I, 2, ... ,k}, 1 E .1 with (h' -

1) . w < '1(.1) :S h' . w, and Vdh') = 0 otherwise. Procedures FINIlROlJT~:'P(iVI', 9) and 

COKSTRUCTRoUTE",(M') are modified as follows. 

Procedure FI!\IlRoun: p (iVI', 9, w) 

Input: A set iVI' of items, parameters q andll!. 

Output: A route A. 

1: Call CO'lsTIu;CrRouTEp(iVI', w) to construct routes .Jh, with (II,' - 1)· w < q(.Jh') :S 11.' . w 

and their costs c.p( Jh')' 11,' = 1,2, ... , I c/,wl, ,vhere ,ve let Jh, = 0 if no such Jh, exists. Let 11,* 

be the maximum h' such that .Jh' cf 0; (:\[ote that such h' necessarily exists since I!VI'I > 0 

and for k EM', 1 :S q(k) :S c hold. ) 

2: Select a route A := argmin{ y(.J",) I 19' cJ :S '1(.1",) :S h'· w} if 19' cJ :S h'· wand A := .1", 

othenvise. 

Procedure CO'lSTRCCTRoUTE",(J'vI', w) 

Input: A set !vI' of items and a parameter w. 

Output: Routes .1"., with (h'-I) "w < q(.Jh') :S h'·w and costs :p(.Jh') f(lr 11.' = 1,2, ... , rc;-wl 
with V",, (h') = 1. 

1: Renumber indices k = 1,2, .... ,m.' so that (3.5) holds; 
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2: Y1(h'):= 1 and set route Jh, := [1] f(lr 11,' = ['1(l)(wl; Compute 'P(Jh'); 

3: Y1(h'):= 0 and h,:= 0 for 11,' E {1,2, ... , [c/wl} - H'1(l)/wl}; Compute 'P(0); 

4: for k = 2,3, ... ,771' do 

5: for h'= [c/wl,[c/wl-1, ... ,1 do 

6: Yk(h') := Yk- l (h'); 

7: u:= [(q(.Jh,)+q(k))/wl; 

8: ifYk_l(h') = 1, n:S [c/wl and 'P(Jh' 8 [k]) < 'P(Ju ) 

9: ydn) := 1 and Ju := Jh , E8 [k] 
10: end /* if * / 
11: end /* for 11,' * / 
12: end. 1* for k * / 

In Line 7, we introduced a variable u that indicates an index h' after adding item k to .J",. 

The tirne and space cornplexities satis(y the f()llmving theorern. 

Theorem 3,2, DPRoUTE runs in O((cm/w+n2 )r) time and O(cm/w+n2 ) space by using 

FJ:'mRocTE,,(JVI',g, w). 

proof: Since the number of routes constructed in CO'lSTRCCTRoUTE" is reduced from c 

to fc/w 1, the time complexity of CO'lSTRCCTRoUTE" is reduced to O(c771/w + n2 ). Hence, 

DPRoCTE runs in O((c771/w +n2 )r) time. The computation space O(cm+n2) is reduced to 

O(cmIw + n 2
). D 

3.4 Experimental results 

This section reports experirnental results on our algorithrn and other heuristic algorithIns 

that are explained in Chapter 2. The proposed algorithm was coded in C++ language and 

run on an IB:\! compatible PC (Intel Pentium 3.00GHz, 512MB RAM). 

3.4.1 Performance of six algorithms 

This section first shows experimental results on 20 instances. \Ve generated the 20 instances 

so that feature of the instances are sirnilar to instances provided frorIl a huge rnanllfacturer in 

Japan. Table 3.1 shows the feature of these instances, \vheren is the Ilurnber of cllstorners, 

rn is the number of items, q(NI)/n is the average quantity per customer, and q(1\I)/m is 

the average quantity per itern. The row lrnin' (resp'l lrnax') represents the rnininulln (resp., 

maximum) value for each column term. The vehicle capacity c is set to be 250. 

\Ve compared DPRoUTE with Dror and Trudeau's SDVRP algorithm and some classical 

construction heuristics for VR.P. "Fe also irnplernented a local search algorithrn which irnproves 
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Table :3.1: H_~ature of instances 

'II Tn '1(kI)/n '1(1'vI) jIn 
average 55 832 367.6 23.:3 

rllIn 15 455 286.8 12.8 

rnax 77 1133 538.8 34.4 

solutions obtained by these classical construction heuristics. The local search algorithm uses 

standard neighborhoods such as cross exchange neighborhood [86], 2-opt [52], and or-opt [66], 

which are introduced in Chapter 2. "Fe set the rnaxirnurn size of iterns exchanged b;y the cross 

exchange neighborhood to be 15. 

Table 3.2 shows performance of DPRoCTE and other algorithms on these instances. In 

the table, NV represents the nnrnber of utilized vehicles, DIST is the total travel cost, and 

TLVIE is the execution time (second). Those arc the average over the 20 instances. The 

first column SV is the well known saving algorithm [18], and SVLS is the saving algorithm 

followed by the local search algorithm. SW is the sweep algorithm [391 and SWLS is the sweep 

algorithm followed by the local search algorithm. We executed SV, SVLS, SW and SWLS 

algoritluns by regarding each itern as a custOlner in a \,rRP. DR is a representative SDVRP 

algorithm [28, 291. In order to apply Dror and Tl'udeall's algorithm to the DSDVRP, we made 

a slight modification on it so that a customer demand is split according to a partition of the 

set of items in the customer. The last column DP is the proposed algorithm DPRoLn: with 

9 = 0.2 and 11! = 1. Table :3.2 shows that DPRoun: outperforms all of the other heuristics 

both in the number of vehicles utilized and the total travel cost. The computation time 

of DPRoCTE is lal'ger than those of SV and S\V. Table 3.3 shows a list of the total travel 

cost and conrputation tirne over 20 instances for the six algorithrns. Colurnn 'value' shm:vs 

v,rhether values on each rmv represent the total travel cost or cornputation tinrc. Values of 

computation time are shown by second. DP outperforms the other algorithms on 18 instances. 

(I\otation '*' indicates the best value for each instance. ) Section 3.4.4 will report results on 

cornputation tirne of DPRoUTE \vhen pararneteru) changes. 

Table 3.2: SllrnrIlar:y of perfonnance of six algorithrIls 

SV SVLS SW SWLS DR DP 

'IV 85.4 85.3 83.9 83.3 81.2 79.7 

mST 7546.2 7528.4 8277.8 7550.4 7:3:34.6 7247.8 

TIME 0.4 58.4 1.1 2.7 87.2 2.9 
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Table :3.3: Performance of six algorithms on the total travel cost and computation time 

instance value SY SYLS SW SWLS DR DP 

1 cost 6094 6093 6618 6282 6069 *6067 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

time 0.66 111.53 1.88 :3.97 55.42 3.92 

cost 6026 

time 0.41 

cost 7440 

time 0.36 

cost 6959 

time 0.44 

5996 

86.20 

7438 

39.95 

6957 

78.34 

cost 

tirne 

5958 5957 

0.41 31.49 

cost 

tirnc 

6:316 6308 

0.59 101.97 

cost 

tirne 

6789 6771 

0.50 66.38 

cost 

tirnc 

3535 3535 

0.22 29.48 

cost 

tinle 

5079 5079 

0.33 37.53 

cost 

tirne 

7440 7440 

0.27 25.70 

cost 5107 

time 0.36 

cost 12051 

time 0.:36 

cost 12187 

time 0.66 

cost 8537 

time 0.:30 

cost 11502 

time 0.50 

cost 13862 

time 0.22 

cost 7019 

time 0.28 

cost 6110 

time 0.09 

cost 4807 

time 0.16 

cost 8106 

time 0.19 

5037 

68.72 

12049 

:36.88 

12150 

133.05 

8535 

49.52 

11402 

113.31 

13860 

29.06 

7019 

41.80 

6101 

15.42 

4807 

2:3.33 

8033 

49.38 

6744 

1.19 

8466 

1.02 

8213 

1.33 

6495 

1.20 

7073 

1.78 

8249 

1.47 

4164 

0.69 

5349 

0.97 

8421 

0.78 

5784 

1.09 

13457 

1.08 

13444 

1.94 

9377 

0.91 

12198 

1.45 

14409 

0.69 

7664 

0.89 

6312 

0.30 

5129 

0.48 

7988 

0.55 

5643 *54rH 

3.27 157.97 

73507314 

3.17 93.25 

7111 6922 

3.36 37.56 

6085 5825 

3.95 521.63 

6274 6254 

:3.92 56.69 

6914 6690 

4.23 126.52 

3635 3469 

1.55 7.38 

5010 4965 

2.50 68.41 

74677092 

2.69 95.56 

5125 5022 

2.34 19.58 

12214 11750 

:3.80 :308.34 

12160 11909 

5.03 44.89 

8644 

2.25 

11194 

3.36 

13833 

1.80 

7489 

1.25 

5977 

0.50 

4717 

0.70 

7883 

0.94 

8349 

51.95 

11009 

70.81 

13357 

25.73 

6933 

0.95 

5957 

0.08 

*4580 

0.14 

7825 

0.47 

5446 

2.95 

*7129 

2.95 

*6763 

4.22 

*5727 

3.95 

*6121 

4.74 

*6602 

4.74 

*3424 

1.8:3 

*4870 

2.77 

*6956 

2.61 

*4941 

3.23 

*11658 

3.11 

*11841 

4.91 

*8273 

2.44 

*10959 

3.81 

*13113 

2.17 

*6885 

1.47 

*5940 

0.55 

4599 

0.84 

*7641 

1.00 
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3.4.2 Effect of parameter 

Figure 3.1 shows the effect of parameter 9 on the number of vehicles and the total travel cost. 

The horizontal axis represents the number of vehicles, while the vertical axis represents the 

total travel cost. The left and top side of the graph corresponds to the results of parameter 

9 = 1.0 while the right and bottom side of the graph corresponds to the results of parameter 

9 = 10-6 . From 9 = 10-6 to 0.9, we incremented parameter 9 by 0.1, and from 9 = 0.9 to 

1.0, we incremented parameter 9 by 0.01. 

The curve in Fig. 3.1 indicates that, larger g, DPRoUTE delivers solutions with a less 

number of vehicles at expense of travel cost. 

7320 

7310 

7300 
(j) 
0 7290 () 

Qi 
> 
~ 7280 
Cii 
:§ 

7270 OJ 
£ 

7260 

7250 
9 = 0.9 9 = 1.0-6 

7240 
78.8 79 79.2 79.4 79.6 79.8 

the number of vehicles 

Figure 3.1: Effect of parameter 9 on the number of vehicles and the travel cost. 

3.4.3 Estimating travel cost 

This section shows some experimental results which indicate the importance of choice of 

function c.p in algorithm DPRoUTE. 

Table 3.4 shows results on the performance of DPRoUTE with function c.p(A) = d(A) 

(which is called naive DPRoUTE) and DPRoUTE with function c.p(A) = d(A) + El (A) + E2 (A) 

in (6). In DPRoUTE, the total travel cost is the minimum when 9 = 0.2, while in the naive 

DPRoUTE, the total travel cost is the minimum when 9 = 0.6. Table 3.4 shows that the total 

travel cost of the naive DPRoUTE is considerably worse than that of DPRoUTE by 21%. 

Figure 3.2 shows experimental result by DPRoUTE for an instance in the 20 instances, 

where the horizontal axis represents v of DPRoUTE and the vertical axis represents the total 

travel cost. The dashed curve shows the total travel cost Ll<i<v d(Ai) of routes AI, ... ,Av 
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Table 3.4: Effect of function 'P on the performance of DPRoUTE 

DP('P = d) DP('P=d+E1 +E2 ) 

9 = 0.6 9 = 1.0 9 = 0.2 9 = 1.0 

NV 85.8 78.9 79.7 78.9 

DIST 8811.4 9532.7 7247.8 7317.2 

constructed after the vth iteration in DPRoUTE, while the solid curve shows cost D v , i.e., 

the sum of the total travel cost Ll<i<v d(Ai) of constructed routes and the estimated travel 

cost El (Av) + E2 (Av) to service the remaining items in M'. It should be noted that the solid 

curve stays horizontal. This means that the total travel cost of a final solution by DPRoUTE 

is always well estimated by function 'P in (6) during the execution of DPRoUTE. In fact, the 

total travel cost at v = 0 (i.e., the initial estimated travel cost) is 13059 and that of the final 

(i.e., the actual travel cost of the solution) is 13113, where the difference is only 0.42%. For 

other instances, the differences are very small, which is only 3.2% on average. 
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Figure 3.2: Transition of the estimated travel cost Dv and travel cost Lr=l d(Ai) m 

DPROUTE. 
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3.4.4 Effect of reducing the size of columns 

The curve in Fig. 3.3 (resp., Fig. 3.4) shows a trade-off between the execution time and the 

total travel cost of routes (resp., the number of vehicles) when parameter w changes. 

The total travel cost and the number of vehicles are the averages over the 20 instances. 

The left and top side of the curve corresponds to the results of w = 18, while the right and 

bottom side of the graph corresponds to the results of w = 1. The curves show that, the 

larger w is, the faster DPRoUTE runs at the price of solution quality. When w = 12, the 

average of total travel cost is 7309, the number of vehicles is 80.4, and the computation time 

is 0.38 second. The travel cost and the number of vehicles are the smallest, and the execution 

time is the shortest among all other heuristics. 

7380 ~----~------~----~------~----~------~ 

7360 
w = 18 

t) 
7340 

0 
() 

Q) 7320 > g 
co 7300 B 
Q) 

-5 
7280 

7260 
w = 1 w=5 

7240 
0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

the execution time (second) 

Figure 3.3: Effect of parameter w on the execution time and the total travel cost. 

3.4.5 Results on artificial instances 

In this section, we show experimental results on artificial instances. In order to inves

tigate influence of the number n of customers and quantity per a customer on the to

tal travel cost, instances are generated for each n = 40,60,80,100 and LkEM q(k)/n = 

150,200,250,300,350,400. Each customer demand is randomly chosen from interval [0.1 

L q(k)/n, 1.9 L q(k)/n]. The number of items for a customer is randomly chosen from 

interval [5, 15]. By using the number of items for a customer i, the average quantity of 

an item is determined for customer i, and we denote the number by qi. The quantity of 

an item is randomly chosen from interval [0.5 qi, 1.5 qi]. For each n = 40,60,80,100 and 
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Figure 3.4: Effect of parameter w on the execution time and the number of vehicles. 

LkEM q(k)/n = 150,200,250,300,350,400, we generated 10 instances. In Table. 3.5 and 

Table. 3.6, column DP represents the average of the total cost or computation time on algo

rithm DPRoUTE over 10 instances, and SVLS and SWLS represent the average of the total 

cost or computation time on SVLS and SWLS over 10 instances, respectively. From these 

results, we observe that DPRoUTE produces better solutions for instances where the number 

of customers is large, and quantity for a customer is large than SVLS and SWLS. 
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Table 3.5: Perforrnance of three algorithrns on instances where the nurnber of custorners is 

40 or 60 

instance n L q(k)/n value DP SVLS SWLS 

1 40 150 cost 255 250 (98%) 260 (102%) 

tinlC 0.64 17.84 0.50 

2 40 200 cost 325 327 (101%) 337 (HJ4%) 

tirne 0.76 11.74 0.58 

3 40 250 cost 393 392 (100%) 411 (104%) 

tirne 0.88 10.03 0.72 

4 40 :300 cost 468 467 (100%) 478 (102%) 

tinlC 0.95 8.98 0.87 

5 40 :350 cost 540 547 (101%) 551 (102%) 

tirne un 7.35 0.99 

6 40 400 cost 616 615 (100%) 622 (Hn%) 

tirne U14 6.22 1.20 

7 60 150 cost 358 360 (101%) 374 (104%) 

tinlC 1.50 45.88 1.19 

8 60 200 cost 464 465 (100%) 482 (HJ4%) 

tirne 1.79 30.46 1.42 

9 60 250 cost 566 574 (101%) 589 (104%) 

tinlC 2.05 2:3.50 1.68 

10 60 300 cost 672 679 (101%) 694 (HJ3%) 

tirne 2.28 22.62 2.10 

11 60 350 cost 780 792 (102%) 800 (103%) 

tirne 2.41 18.01 2.35 

12 60 400 cost 888 906 (102%) 915 (103%) 

tinlC 2.58 16.53 2.83 
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Table 3.6: Perforrnance of three algorithrns 011 instances where the Illlrnber of custorners is 

80 or 100 

instance 'II L q(k)/n value DP SVLS SWLS 

1:3 80 150 cost 472 474 (101%) 487 (103%) 

tinlC 2.85 9;3.75 2.17 

14 80 200 cost 613 619 (101%) 639 (HJ4%) 

tirHe 3.38 65.29 2.60 

15 80 250 cost 749 768 (102%) 787 (105%) 

tirHe 3.83 44.81 3.04 

16 80 300 cost 894 912 (102%) 930 (104%) 

tinlC 4.27 46.72 3.67 

17 80 350 cost 1039 1062 (102%) 1076 (104%) 

tirHe 4.63 34.20 4.35 

18 80 400 cost 1188 1209 (102%) 1225 (HJ3%) 

tirHe 4.84 33.33 5.27 

19 100 150 cost 588 596 (101%) 615 (105%) 

tinlC 4.65 155.62 3.40 

20 100 200 cost 769 781 (102%) 801 (HJ4%) 

tirHe 5.55 99.54 4.18 

21 100 250 cost 945 965 (102%) 989 (105%) 

tinlC 6.23 77.39 4.92 

22 100 300 cost 1126 1151 (102%) 1171 (HJ4%) 

tirHe 6.88 73.99 6.42 

23 100 350 cost 1312 1347 (103%) 1362 (104%) 

tirHe 7.49 63.18 7.38 

24 100 400 cost 1495 1541 (103%) 1549 (104%) 

tinlC 7.93 51.21 8.93 



Chapter 4 

Worst-Case Analysis on the 

Optimal Cost between PDP with 

Transfer and PDP 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we discuss the pickup and delivery problem with transfer (PDPT). PDPT 

introduces a set of transshipment points to PDP. At transshipment points, each vehicle is 

allowed to temporarily drop some of the loads on it, and the loads will be picked it up later 

by the vehicle or another vehicle. This chapter analyzes the maximum travel cost that can 

be saved by introducing a transshipment point to PDP. We show that the bounds are in 

proportion to square root of the number of cycles in an optimal PDPT solution and also 

square root of the number of requests. The bounds are also hold for the pickup and delivery 

problem with consecutive pickups and deliveries (PDPC) to the pickup and delivery problem 

with transfer with consecutive pickups and deliveries (PDPTC). We furthermore present an 

instance where the bound is tight for PDPC to PDPTC. 

4.2 Problem definition 

This section defines PDP and PDPT that are introduced in Chapter 1 again, and gives 

additional definitions. Depots, customers and transshipment points to be visited by vehicles 

are represented by vertices in an edge-weighted complete digraph with a vertex set V, which 

is given by distance functions d( u, v) for all ordered pairs of vertices u and v. Distance d( u, v) 

is a nonnegative real number, and in general asymmetric, i.e., d(u,v) oF d(v,u) may hold. 

Distance {d( u, v) I u, v E V} may not satisfy the Triangle Inequality. Let Q denote a set of 

depots, R denote a set of of requests. Each request r = {r+, r-} E R consists of a pickup 
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action r+, a del'ivf'f'Y action r-, and a quantity q(r) of loads for the request. ,Ve may denote 

the vertex where request r is picked up by r+ (resp., delivered by r-), and call the vertex r+ 

a pickup point (resp., r- a delivery point). In this chapter, we call pickup and delivery points 

custom.ers. Let p be the number of requests in R. 

Every vehicle h&') capacity c~ ,vhere c is a nonnegative real nUlnbcr ~ and each vehicle lllust 

start from its predetermined depot, and return to the depot after serving requests assigned 

to the vehicle, ,Ve assume that any number of vehicles is available at each depot, 

Given va, Vl~ 1'2,"" 'Llu E ~/r~ v,rhcrc Vo, '1)11. E Q~ route a is a sequence of vertices in F, and 

its travel cost d( J) is defined to be 

d(J) = L d(v;, V;+1)' 
0<i<11.-1 

A solution s is a set of routes that serves all requests in R, and its cost cost(s) is defined by 

the SUIIl of the travel costs of the routes (J in 8. 

\Ve review the pickup and delivery problem below, 

Pickup and Delivery Problem (PDP): 

Input: An instance I = (Q,R,c). 

Output: A minimum cost solution that satisfies the following constraints (see Fig, 1.1): 

(a) the total quantity of loads during a route does not exceed vehicle capacity c at any 

tirHe; 

(b) each request r is served by exactly one vehicle, and the actions r+ and r- are taken 

only once by the vehicle; 

(c) (cotlpling constra'int) actions r+ and r- of each request T rl1nst appear in the saIlle 

ronte, and no request r is allmved to be ternporaril:y dropped at any vertices; and 

(d) (precedence con8traint) for each request T, action r+ IIlllst be taken before action r-. 

The pickup and delivery problem with transfer (PDPT) introduces a set of transshipment 

points to PDP, In this thesis, we assumes that the number of transshipment points is one 

in order to make it possible to analyze the ratio of travel cost of PDPT to that of PDP, 

Let t denot.e the transshipment point.. At t.he transshipment point. t, each vehicle is allowed 

to temporarily drop some of the loads on it and the loads will be picked it up later by t.he 

vehicle or some other vehicle [56, 62, 78]. This indicates that PDPT is obtained from PDP 

by dropping constraint (c). 

PDP with Transfer (PDPT): 

Input: An instance I = (Q, R, c, t). 
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Output: A minimum cost solution that satisfies constraints (a), (b) and (d). 

Each vehicle can visit transshipment point t more than once. Suppose we are given a 

sequence of vertices vo, VI, V2, . .. ,vu E V. If it hold Vo = Vu and Vi i- Vj for i i- 0 or j i- u, 

i.e., the sequence of vertices has only vertex Vo = Vu in common, then we call the sequence a 

cycle. If a route a visits the transshipment point k times, then route a is supposed to include 

k cycles, where only a cycle includes a depot and all cycles have transshipment point t in 

common. Note that if each vehicle can visit transshipment point t at most once, then all 

cycles correspond to routes. 

If cycle a includes a depot q E Q, then let a+ stand for the subpath of cycle a from the 

vertex succeeding q to the vertex preceding t on cycle a, and a- stand for the subpath from 

the vertex succeeding t to the vertex preceding q on cycle a. Given sequences aI, a2, ... ,as of 

vertices, we denote by al EEl a2 EEl··· EEl as the sequence of vertices that follows aI, a2, ... ,as in 

this order. If cycle a includes a depot q E Q, then cycle a is expressed by a = qEEla+EEltEEla-EElq. 

If cycle a does not include a depot, then we let a+ = a - {t} and a- = 0. Fig. 4.1 illustrates 

an example of a PDPT solution with two routes (three cycles), where ql and q2 are depots. 

The first route is ql EEl at EEl t EEl a 1 EEl ql, and the second route is q2 EEl at EEl t EEl a3 EEl t EEl a;; EEl q2· 

D : depots [i] : transshipment point -: routes 

Figure 4.1: An example of two PDPT routes. 

4.3 First-Fit Procedure 

In this section, we introduce a well-known First-Fit procedure that is used in conversion 

algorithms in Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. We are given n bins with capacity c, and a set I of 

items. Item i E I has quantity q(i). Procedure FmSTFIT inserts each item into one of the 

bins so that each item is not split and the total quantity of items for each bin does not exceed 
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c. We denote by Ik a set of items that are inserted into k-th bin for k = 1, ... ,n. 

Procedure FIRSTFIT(I, c, n) 

Input: A set I of items, capacity c and n bins, where item i E I has quantity q(i). 

Output: Sets Ik, k = 1, ... ,n'(~ n) of items such that hUh U ... U In' = I and Ik i- 0 for 

k = 1, ... ,n'. 

1: Ik := 0 for k = 1, ... ,n; 

2: for i = 1, ... , III do 

3: Search h, ... , In and select h E {h, ... , In} such that q(hU{i}) ~ c and q(IjU{i}) > c 

for j = 1, ... ,k - 1; 

4: Ik := h U {i} 

5: end. 1* for * / 

For the First-Fit procedure, the next theorem is known. 

Theorem 4.1. [45] Given n bins with capacity c and a set I of items where item i E I has 

quantity q( i). Let n' be the number of bins that at least one of the items are inserted in 

FIRSTFIT. Then it holds 
2 III 

n' ~ - Lq(i). 
C i=l 

Proof: We show the theorem by contradiction. Suppose that n' . c/2 > 2:1~1 q(i). Then 

there exists a bin X such that the total quantity of items in X is less than c/2. If there exists 

a bin Yother than bin X such that the total quantity of items in bin Y is less than c/2, 

then the items in bins X and Y must be inserted in the same bin, which is a contradiction. 

If X is the only bin whose total quantity is less than c/2, then there exists a bin Z such 

that the sum of quantity of bins X and Z is less than or equal to capacity c, which is also a 

contradiction. D 

4.4 Upper bound on travel cost of PDP solutions to PDPT 

solutions 

Given an optimal PDPT solution s, let m = indeg(t) , i.e., the number of cycles in s. Given 

an instance I and problem PRB, let optp1m(I) denote the optimal cost to PRB with instance 

I. This section proves the following two theorems. 

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that each vehicle can visit the transshipment point at most once. 

Let I = (Q, R, c, t) be an instance. Let m denote the number of cycles in an optimal PDPT 
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so/ut'ioTl, to I. Then it holds 

D 

Theorem 4.3. S'lJ,pp08e that each veh'ide can vi8'it the tnLn88hiprnent point any T//ILmfJer of 

times. Let I = (Q, R, c, t) be an instance. Let m denote the number of cycles in an optimal 

PDPT solution to I. Then it holds 

optPDp(I) < (6r vrnl + 2) . optPDP1 (I). 

D 

In order to prove these theorems, we convert an optimal PDPT solution 8 to a PDP solution 

in \vhich no vehicles visit transshiprnent point t, and \ve sh()\v that the travel cost f< __ u' the 

constructed solution is less than (6r vrnl + 1) . optpon(I) if each vehicle can visit t.he trans

shipment point at most once, and less than (6r vm:l + 2) . optPDP1 (I) if each vehicle can visit 

the transshiprllent point any llunlber of tirlles. For sirllplicity, V,re a,.')surlle that every route 

visits transshipment point t since if there exists a route that does not visit transshipment 

point t, the route need not to be converted, which does not lead to increase of travel cost, 

4.4.1 Division of cycles in a PDPT solution 

This section gives some definitions and a lemma that is used to analyze the maximum travel 

cost that can be saved by using a t.ransshipment. point. to PDP in Sect.ion 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. 

Let 7r be the set of cycles in a PDPT solution. Given two cydes (Ji and (Jj in Jr, let R((Ji, (Jj) 

stand for the set of requests that are picked up at customers on cycle (Ji and delivered to 

customers on cycle (Ji, and let R((Ji, Jr) sta.nd for the set of requests tha.t are picked up 

at customers on cycle (Ji and delivered to customers on all cycles in Jr, Let q((Ji,(Jj) = 

L"EH(Ui.U,)q(l') for i,j = 1 ... ,.m, For cycle (J E 7r, since all loads of requests in R((J,Jr)

{(R((J+, 0"+) U R((J-, (J-)} are on a vehide when a vehicle reaches ton (J in a PDPT solut.ion, 

we have 

(4.1) 

\Ve divide set Jr of cycles into r vrnl subsets Jri, i = 1, ... , r vm:l, so that each subset 

Jri includes at most r vrnl cycles, Let tri = {(Ji.'. (Ji,2, ' , . ,(Ji,[ vffil} for i = 1",., rvm:l. If 

r vm:l ' r vrnl > m, then we assume that (Ji,j = 0 for some i,j E [1, r vrnll, If cycle (Ji,} 

includes a depot, t.hen we denote the depot. by Pi,j' Fig. 4.2 illustrates an example of rout.es 

in a PDPT solut.ion with Tn = 9. 
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• : pickup points o : deli very points D : depots 

[£] : transshipment point -- : routes 

Figure 4.2: An example of PDPT routes with m = 9. 

Let R( 7ri, 7rj) stand for the set of requests that are picked up at customers on 7ri and 

delivered to customers on 7rj. Let q(7ri, 7rj) = 2:rER(1ri,1rj) q(r) and d(7ri) = 2:<TE1ri d(a). If 7r 

be the set of cycles in an optimal PDPT solution s, then it is trivial to see that it holds 

r vIml 
optPDPT(I) = L d(7ri). 

i=l 

We introduce the following Lemma. 

(4.2) 

Lemma 4.1. Let m be the number of cycles in a PDPT solution. Given sets 7ri of routes for 

i = 1, ... , I vml, it holds 

for i 1,···,lvml (4.3) 

Proof: Inequality (4.1) and the assumption that l7ril ::; I vml ensure the lemma. D 

4.4.2 Case 1: visit a transshipment point at most once 

In order to prove Theorem 4.2, we first consider the case that each vehicle can visit trans

shipment point t at most once. The algorithm to convert a PDPT solution to a PDP solution 

is described as follows. In a PDP solution, route a~,j first follows cycles (routes) in 7ri, and 

then follows cycles (routes) in 7rj to pick up and deliver requests in R(7ri,7rj) if i -I- j and 
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R( 7ri, 7rj) - UaEK {R( (J+, (J+) U R( (J-, (J-n if i = .i, fori,.i = 1, ... , r y'rnl Another IOute (J' 

f(lllows all cyetes (IOutes) in 1f in order to serve requests in UaEK{R((J+, (J+) U R((J-, (J-)). 

Algorithm CONVEnT 

Input: An instance I with a set R of requests and a set 1f of PDPT routes, each of which 

visits transshipnlCnt point t at nlost once. 

Output: A set {(J;,j I i, j = 1, 2, ... , r vmU U {(JI} of PDP routes. 

1: for i = 1, 2, ... , r vml do 

2: for j = 1,2, ... , r vml do 

3: if i f= j then 

4: {R" ... , Rn,} := Fir8tFit(R(1fi, 1fj), c, m) 

5: else 

6: {RI' ... ,Rn,} := FirstFit(R( 1f), 1f;J - UaE"i {R( (J+, (J+) U R( (J-, (J-n, c, m.) 

7: end; 1* if*1 
8: for k = 1,2, ... ,,,' do 

9: Route u;,j follows routes in 1r) to pick up requests in Rk; 

10: Route Ui,j follows routes in 'ifj to deliver requests in Rk 

11: end 1* for *1 
12: end 1* f(lr *1 
13: end; 1* for *1 
14: Route (J' follows all routes in 1f in order to serve requests in UaEK {R( (J+, (J+ )UR( (J-, (J-)). 

In Line 9, route cr~.j is represented by cr~,j := cr~,j U Pi,l 8 crtl E:B t ffi cri:2 8 Pi,2 E:B cr,t2 ffi t 8· .. ffi 

t C) U -r = C) P, r IJnl C) U +r = C) t ,D U il C) Pi.l· In Line 10, route u; J' follows routes in 1f i in 
t, Vnll ' V"'I t, Vnll " " . 

the same way. In Line 14, route u' is represented by (J' := PI,1 EB utI EB t E8 u1.2 EB PI,2 EB ut2 EB 

t fB .. · 8 t 8 (J-r = r = 8 Pr 0TIl r 0TIl 8 (J+r = r = 8 t 8 (JI-I fB PI I· \Ve show the following 
y'fnl, y'fnl Y""I, Y""I y'fnl, y'fnl .' 

lcnnna. 

Lemma 4.2. PDP mutes obtained by CO'lVERT serves all requests in R. 

Proof: By iterating Line 3-11 fori,.i = 1, ... , r vml. all requests in R - UaE" {R( u+, (J+) U 

R( (J-, (J-)) arc served. All requests in U
aEK 

{R( (J+ (J+) U R( (J-, (J-)) arc served in Line 14. 

Thus we have the lemma. D 

\Ve now analyze travel cost of routes that arc constructed by Cor\v~:ln. The following lemma 

is used to prove Theorem 4.2. 

Lemma 4.3. For given i E [1, rfollL let dj be the travel cOld that i8 reqtlired to follow rO'lJ,te8 

in 7r) 'in Line 9 of COKVERl' for all .i = 1, ... , r vml. Then it holds 
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Proof: For given two integers i,j E [1, r y'ml]' Theorem 4.1 gives ",' :S r2'1(71";,1fj)/el for 

i # j, and n' :S r2('1(71";, 1fj) - I:aE~,{'1(O"+, 0"+) + '1(0"-, O"-)})/cl for i = j. 

Let ql(71"i,71"j) = q(1fi,1fj) - I:aEKi {q(O"+,O"+) +q(O"-,O"-)}. Then we obtain 

r fiiil 
d; < L r2q'(11";,71"j)/cl' d(1fi) 

.1=1 

By applying (4.3), we have 

r fiiil 
< L (2</(71";, 1fj)/e + 1) . d(71";) 

j=-I 

rvrnl 
(L 2q'(71"i,1fj)/C+ ry'ml) ·d(11";). 

)=1 

d' < (2r y'ml + r y'ml) . d(1fi) 

3r y'ml . d(71"i). 

\Ve arc now ready to prove Theorem 4.2. 

D 

Proof of Theorem 4.2: For given j E [1, r y'ml]' let d; be the travel cost that is required 

to follow IOutes in 71"j in Line 10 of CONVEnT f()r all i = 1, ... ,rvrn:l. Lemma 4.3 is easily 

extended t.o show that. 

n'avcl cost of rout.e 0"' that. is constructed in Line 14 is equal to d(1f). Thus we obtain 

ivml ivml 
optpup(I) < L d; + L d; + d(1f) 

i= l j= l 

rvrnl 
< 6r y'ml . L d(11";) + d(11"). 

i=-I 

By applying (4.2), it. holds 

optpnp(I) < (6r y'ml + 1) . optpnPT(I). 

D 

If \ve use the Illlrnber ]J of reqnests, the next theorerIl holds by using 'fn ~ p. 
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Theorem 4.4. Suppose that each vehicle can visit the trnnsshiprnent point at most once. Let 

1= ((J, R, c, t) be an 'instance with p reg'aests. Then it holds 

optpDP(I) < (6r v'Pl + 1) . optPUPl(I). 

D 

4.4.3 Case 2: visit a transshipment point any number of times 

\Ve next consider the case that each vehicle can visit transshipment point t any number of 

tirnes, and prove Theorern 4.3. The difference bet\veen Ca..;;e 1 and Ca..qe 2 is that sorne cycles 

may not. include a depot in Case 2, while all cycles include a depot. in Case 1. \Ve describe 

an algorithnl to convert a PDPT solution, where each vehide can visit transshipnlCnt point t 

any number of times, to a PDP solution below. All requests arc served by one vehicle, which 

moves from a depot to transshipment point t, serves all requests, and finally returns to the 

depot, 

Algorithm CONVERT2 

Input: An instance I with a set R of requests and a set 11" of cycles in a PDPT solut.ion. 

Output: A PDP route a'. 

1: Route a' starts from depot q E a, where a E 11" is a cycle that includes a depot, 

follows path (]"+, and reaches transshipment point t; 

2: for i = 1,2,. , , , rvrnl do 

3: for.i = 1,2, ... , r y'ml do 

4: ifi # j then 

5: {R".", R n,} := Fir.stFit(R('ifi' 'ifj), c, m) 
6: else 

7: {RI , . .. ,Rn,} := FiTstFit(R('ifj, 'if;) - UUEITi {R(O"+, a+) U R((J-, a-n, c, m,) 

8: end; 1* if * / 
9: for k = 1,2, ... ,,,' do 

10: Route (J' follows cycles in 'ifi in order to pick up requests in Rk; 

11: Route (]"' follows cycles in 'ifj in order to deliver requests in Rk 

12: end /* for * / 
13: end /* for * / 
14: end; 1* for * / 
15: Route (J' f()llows all cycles in 11" t.o serve requests in UaE" {R( 0"+, (J+) U R( 0"-, a-)}; 

16: Route (J' returns to depot q by following path (J-. 

In Line 10, route a' is represented by (J' := (J' EB t U (Ji:, EB Pi,l 8 (Jt, 8 t EB (Ji:2 EB Pi,2 EB (Jt2 8 t EB 

.. 'EBt8(J;rvml 81\rvml 8 (Jtrvml EBt. (Note that if route (Ji,j docs not include a depot, then 
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let atj = (Ji,j - t, (Ji,j = 0, and Pi,j = 0). Line 11 is executed in the sarne 'vay. In Line 15, 

IOute (J' is represented by (J' := (J' EB t EB (J ~1 81'1,1 8J (J (1 8 t EB (J ~2 8J 1'1,2 EB (J (2 8J t 8 ... 8J 

t 8 (J- EB Pr Iffil .. r Iffil 8J (J+r =, ,r =, EB t. As the same with Lemma 4.2, the following '. rvml,[y'ml V'''I V'''I V'''I V'''I 

lemma holds. 

Lemma 4.4, PDP TO'nte obtnined by COKVEH:r2 serves all requests in R. 

Proof: By iterating Line 4-12 for i,j = 1, ... , rvm:l, all requests in n - UUE,,{n((J+,(J+) U 

R( (1-, ,,-)} are served. All requests in Uuc" {R( "+, ,,+) U R( "-, (1-)} are served in Line 15. 

Thus we have the lemma. D 

\Ve analyze travel cost of routes constructed by CO'lVERT2. Lemma 4.3 also holds for CO'l

VERT2. 

Lemma 4.5. For given i E [1, r y'mlL let d; be the travel cost that is required to follow cycles 

in "i in Line 10 of CONn:lu2 by iterating for all j = 1, ... , rvm:l. Then it holds 

Proof: Omitted since it can be traced as in Lemma 4.3. D 

\Ve are now ready to prove Theorem 4.3. 

Proof of Theorem 4.3: Let d' be the travel cost of a subsequence of route (J' that is 

constructed in Line 2-15 in CONVERT2. Since travel cost d' is the same with the travel cost 

of routes that is constructed in COKVERT, it holds 

rvml 
d' < 6r y'ml . L d(Ki) + d(K) (4.4) 

i=l 

by using the proof of Theorem 4.2. Since travel cost of a subsequence of route (1' that IS 

constructed in Line 1 and 16 in Cor\v~:lu2 is less than or equal to d(,,), it holds 

rvml 
optpDP(I) < 6ry'ml· L d(Ki) + 2d(K). 

;=1 

I3y applying (4.2), it holds 

optpI>P(I) < (6rvm:l + 2) . optPOPT(I). 

D 

If we use the nurnber l' of requests, the next theorem holds by Tn :c; p. 
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Theorem 4.5. S'lJ,PP08e that each veh'ide caT/, vi8'it the tnLn88hiprnent point any T//I.lmfJer of 

times. Let I = (CJ, R, c, t) be an instance w'ith p reg'aests. Then 'it holds 

optrDr(I) < (6rv'Pl +2) 'optPnPT(I), 

D 

4.5 Lower bound on travel cost of PDPC solutions to PDPTC 

solutions 

\Ve next introduce an instance where bound O( Fm) is tight for a special case that all pickup 

points are required to be visited before delivery points in each route, The constraint cor

responds to constraint (f) in Chapter L This section presents an instance I' that satisfies 

optPDPc(I') = ·Viii· optpDPTC' (I'). In real logistics, pickup operations are llsnally held through 

the night since rnan).! factories (pickup points) are open for 24 hours, while deliver~y operations 

arc held in the daytime since stores (delivery points) arc open only in the daytime. Therefore 

the assumption that all pickup points arc required to be visited before delivery points holds 

for rnan:v cases. 

Theorem 4.6. Let m be the number of cycles in a PDPTC solution, Then there exists an 

instance I' that satisfies 

optrordI' ) = Fm· o1'troPTdI' ). 

Proof: Let instance l' consist of a complete graph with depot set CJ = {gj, g2,"" q",}, a 

transshiprllcnt point t, and a custonlCr set {rt, rJ, ... ,r,;t;" 1'1' T2, ... ,r,~J, v,rhcrc rt (rcsp., 

ri), i = 1"", m, are pickup (resp" delivery) points, Let set R of requests in I' be R = 

U; Uj{rt, rj}, and let 'IV) = 1 f(lr all T E R. Suppose that distance d is symmetric, 

and it hold d(rt, Tj) = d(rt, Tn = d(ri, Tj) = d(1'i' rjl = 2 and d(1'i' rn = 0 for all 

i, j = L ... ,m. Furthermore, let d(rt, t) = d(ri, t) = 1 for i = 1, ... ,m. Let c = rn. l\ote 

that the number p of requests is equal to m". 

In a PDPTC solution, a vehicle that is stationed at % i = 1,2, ' , , ,m, picks up requests 

. Un> {+ -} t + ddt' U'" {+ -} ttl' t' t t 111 j=l Ti ,Tj a Ti l an rops reques S In j=lJ#-i Ti ,Tj a ranss npnlen pOIn . 

Next, it picks up reqnests in UT=l.j~i{rJ, ri}, \vhich are delivered to transshiprnent point 

t in advance by other vehicles that are stationed at '1j Ci cpi). After the vehicle delivers 

requests in Ujr~1 {rt, ri} to custorllcr ri, it finally returns to depot qi. The total travel cost 

for the solution is 4m. Fig 4.3 illustrates the PDPTC solution. 

\Ve next consider a PDPC solution, In order to give a PDPC solution, we divide set C of 

cllstOlnel'S into 2jTn subsets and l'enurnbel' indices such that ct = {r,tl,r,t2"" ,r;rm} and 

C;- = {r;l' T;2" .. ,rZvn;} for i = 1, ... ,.;m. Let R( ct, cn denote the set oIre,!uests whose 

pickup points belong to ct and delivery points belong to Cj. For each i,.i = 1, ... , Fm, 
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• : pickup points o : delivery points D : depots 

Figure 4.3: A PDPTC solution for instance I'. 

a vehicle picks up requests in R( ct, Cj-) by visiting vertices in ct, and delivers them by 

visiting vertices in CT. Since travel cost for a route is 4y1m and the number of routes is 

yIm x yIm = m, the total travel cost for the solution is 4y1m x m = 4mylm. In order to 

prove the tightness, we show that there exists no PDPC solution whose travel cost is less than 

4mylm. Consider a route that serves m requests in a PDPC solution. Suppose that the route 

includes ml(:S m) pickup points and m2(:S m) delivery points, where ml x m2 :2': m holds. 

The travel cost for the route is 2(ml + m2), which is the minimum when ml = m2 = yIm 
under the restriction that ml x m2 :2': m. Hence the minimum travel cost for the route that 

serves m requests is 4y1m. Since the number of requests is m 2 , the total travel cost is 4mylm. 

Thus the bound is shown to be 4mylm/(4m) = yIm. D 



Chapter 5 

Worst-Case Analysis on the 

Optimal Cost between PDP and 

Multi-Trip PDP with Consecutive 

Pickups and Deliveries 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider the multi-trip PDP with consecutive pickups and deliveries 

(PDPCMT). In PDPCMT, any vehicle which has begun a delivery action is not allowed to 

take pickup actions until all of the loads on the vehicle are delivered. In this chapter, we 

are interested in how the least travel cost can be increased by the additional requirement, 

and examine the maximum ratio of the optimal value of PDPCMT to that of PDP over 

all instances with p requests. We show that the maximum ratio is bounded from above 

by 0 (log p) and from below by n (log p / log log p). In order to show the lower bound, we 

introduce a partition problem that asks to find a partition of vertices on a binary tree, and 

present a lower bound on the partition problem. 

5.2 Problem definition 

This section defines PDP and PDPCMT that are introduced in Chapter 1 again, and gives 

additional definitions. Depots and customers to be visited by vehicles are represented by 

vertices in an edge-weighted complete digraph with a vertex set V, which is given by distance 

functions d( ti, v) for all ordered pairs of vertices ti and v. Distance d( ti, v) is a nonnegative real 

number, and in general asymmetric, i.e., d( ti, v) oF d( v, ti) may hold. Distance {d( ti, v) I ti, V E 

V} may not satisfy the Triangle Inequality. 
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An instance consists of a set q of depots, a set R of requests, and a vehicle capacity c > o. 
Each request r E R consists of a p'ickul' action r+, a delivery action r-, and a qllantit:y q(r) of 

loads for the request. That is, quantity q(T) ofloads is required to be picked up at a specified 

vertex where r+ is taken and to be delivered to a specified vertex where r- is taken. vVe may 

denote the vertex where request,. is picked up (resp., delivered) by r+ (resp., r-), and call 

the vertex,.+ a pickup point (resp., r- a delivery point). Let A = {,.+,r- I,. E R}, i.e., the 

set of all actions for R. 

Each vehicle must start from a depot in (J, and return to the same depot after serving 

sorne of the reqnests in R. A route is the reqnests a..;;signed to a vehicle, and is represented 

b:y the seqnence (T = [ao, aI, (1.2, ... , am, (J,m+l] of actions of the requests in the order that the 

vehicle serves, where 0.1,0.2,"" am E ~4 (771 is an even integer) and ao, am+l E Q. The travel 

cost of a is defined by 

cost (a) = L d(ni' niH)· 
O~i"5:m 

A solntion .s is a set of routes that serves all requests in R, and its cost C08t(8) is defined by 

the sum of the travel costs of the routes a in 8, that is, C08t(8) = ~UES co.st( a). The objective 

is to find a minimum cost solution, and we assume that any number of vehicles is available. 

We review PDP and PDPCMT below. 

Pickup and Delivery Problem (PDP): 

Input: An instance I = ((J,R,c). 

Output: A rnininullll cost solution that satisfies the following constraints: 

(a) the total quantity of loads during a route does not exceed vehicle capacity c at any 

tirHe; 

(b) each request r is served by exactly one vehide, and t.he actions r+ and r- are taken 

only once by the vehicle; 

(c) (coupling constraint) actions r+ and T- of each request r lnust appear in the sanlC 

route, and no request r is allowed to be temporarily dropped at any vertices; and 

(d) (precedence constmint) for each request r, action r+ must be taken before action r-. 

Multi-Trip PDP with Consecutive Pickups and Deliveries (PDPCMT): 

Input: An instance I = ((J,R,c). 

Output: A minimum cost solution that satisfies constraints (a), (b), (c), (d), and the fol

Imving constraint: 

(e) once a delivery action begins, pickup actions cannot be taken until all of the loads on 

t.he vehide are delivered. 
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A route satisfying constraint (c) is a sequence of subsequences such that first a vehicle with 

no loads on it takes pickup actions for some requests and takes delivery actions for these 

requests. \Ve call such a subsequence a tl"ip. 

\Ve next review PDPTCIvIT and PDPTC that arc introduced in Chapter 1. The multi

n'ip pickup and delivery problem with transfer with consecutive pickups and deliveries 

(PDPTCYIT) is a problem whose output is a minimum cost solution that satisfies constraints 

(a)" (b), (d) and (e). The pickup and delivery problem with transfer with consecutive pickups 

and deliveries (PDPTC) is a problerIl whose output is a rIlinirnurIl cost solution that satisfies 

constraints (a)" (b), (d) and (f). 

Given a set Z C;; R of requests, let Z+ (resp." Z-) denote the set of pickup (resp." 

delivery) actions f(lr Z. Given a solution" to PDPCYIT or PDP, we denote by T(,,) the set 

of trips in 8. Let R(t) denote the set of requests that are served on trip t. Given a route G, 

let Jl(a) represent the set of actions along a. 

Given a request .,. E R" we call d(.,.+,.,.-) the travel cost of 'request r. Given a trip 

t = IOL a2""',, on], let co"t(t) = Ll<i<n-l d(aj" aj+1)' 

Given a PDPCYIT route a = lao" tl" t2,,"'" tk" al] with aD" al E Q and trips tl" t2,"'" tk" 

we define the loaded travel cost as the travel cost with loads, i.e., costf(a) = L7:Cl cost(tk)' 

Given a PDPCIvIT solution 8" let C08tj{S) = LaE., costf(a). In Fig. 1.1. bold lines correspond 

to subsequences with the loaded travel cost while dashed lines correspond to those with no 

loads. 

5.3 Lower bound on a partition problem 

This section derives a lower bound on a partition problem that asks to find a partition of 

vertices on a cornplcte binary tree with the rninirnurn cost. The lmver bound ,vill be used in 

Section 5.5 to show a lower bound on the maximum ratio of the optimal cost of PDPCIvIT 

to that of PDP. 

5.3.1 Introduction of a partition problem 

This subsection introduces a partition problerIl Let II, be a positive integer, and let c = 2'\ 

and let 'r;, = (V, E) denote a complete binary tree with 2,-1 leaves. Hence the number of 

vertices in V is IVI = L~~I 2,-1 = 2" - 1. Fig 5.1 illustrates To with C = 4. 

For a vertex v E V, let L (v) denote the set of leaves that are the descendants of vertex v 

(including v). For a subset X C;; V" let L(X) denote the set UvExL(v). 

\Ve now introduce a IH1.Tiit-iOTl. problem. of veTiiees OT/. a biTl.o,'ry tree (PPBT). \Ve call a 

partition VI, V2" ... , V;, (n 2: 1) of V is feo.sible if it satisfies VI U V2 U ... U V;, = V" V; n Vj = 0 
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v(O,l) 
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{l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8} 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- V[l] 

{5,6,7,8} 

---------------------------------------- V[2] 

---------------- V[3] 

v(1,2) v(2,3) v(3,4) v(4,5) v(5,6) v(6,7) 

-------- V[4(=c)] 

v(7,8) 

Figure 5.1: A complete binary tree with c = 4 

for 1 :::; i < j :::; n, and the number of vertices in each subset Vi is less than or equal 

to c. We call a feasible partition a solution to PPBT. The cost cost L (s) of a solution 

s = {VI, V2 , ... , Vn } is defined to be the number of times that leaves appear in L(X), XEs, 

I.e., 

cosiL(s) = L IL(X)I· 
XEs 

PPBT asks to find a solution s that minimizes cost d s). This section proves the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 5.1. For a complete binary tree Te with 2c- I leaves, any solution s* to PPBT 

satisfies costds*) :2': 2c- 2 ·c/ log2 c. Furthermore there exists a solution s such that costds) = 

2c- I . c/ log2 c. 

D 

We introduce some notations on tree Te. We denote by V[iJ, i = 1,2, ... , c, the set of vertices 

on the i-th layer from the root vertex in Te. We denote set V[c] of vertices on the c-th layer 

in Te by V[c] = {v(O,1),v(1,2),v(2,3), ... ,v(2C - I -1,2C - I )}. For i = 1,2, ... ,c, set V[i] 

consists of 2i - I vertices and is denoted by 

V[i] = {v((j -1)· 2c- i ,j. 2c- i ) I j = 1,2, ... ,2 i - I }. (5.1) 

The set V[i] satisfies 

(5.2) 

Fig. 5.2 illustrates an example of a solution s to PPBT with n = 4. Circles with dashed 

lines show sets in solution s. The solution s consists offour sets, VI = {v(O, 8), v(O, 4), v(O, 2), v(l, 2)}, 

V2 = {v(O, 1),v(4,5),v(4,6),v(4,8)}, V3 = {v(2,4),v(2,3),v(3,4),v(5,6)}, and V4 = {v(6,8),v(6, 7),v(7,8)} 
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The partition VI, V2 , V3 and V4 is a feasible partition and it hold IL(VI)I = IL(v(O,8))1 = 8, 

IL(V2 )1 = IL(v(O, 1))I+IL(v(4, 8))1 = 1+4 = 5, IL(V3)1 = IL(v(2, 4))I+IL(v(5, 6))1 = 2+1 = 3, 

and IL(V4)1 = IL(v(6, 8))1 = 2. 

Figure 5.2: An example of a solution s to PPBT with c = 4. 

5.3.2 Definition of head vertices 

This subsection gives some definitions that are used to analyze a lower bound on cost of an 

optimal solution to PPBT. Given a solution s to PPBT and a vertex v E V, we denote by 

V (v; s) the set of vertices in solution s to which vertex v belongs. 

Given a solution s to PPBT, a vertex v E V, and a vertex VI E V( v; s) - {v}, we say that 

vertex v is covered by vertex VI in solution s if vertex v is a descendant vertex of VI on tree 

Te, i.e., it holds L(v) c L(VI)' We denote by Cover(v;s) the set of vertices by which vertex 

v is covered in solution s. For a vertex v E V, Cover(v; s) is formally described by 

Cover(v;s) = {VI E V(v;s) - {v} 1 L(v) c L(vd}. 

For the solution s shown in Fig. 5.2, we have Cover(v(1,2);s) = {v(O,8),v(O,4),v(O,2)}, 

Cover(v(O,2);s) = {v(O,8),v(O,4)}, Cover(v(O,4);s) = {v(O,8)}, Cover(v(2,3);s) = Cover(v(3,4);s) = 

{v(2,4)}, Cover(v(O,8);s) = Cover(v(O,l);s) = Cover(v(2,4);s) = Cover(v(4,8);s) = 

Cover(v(5, 6); s) = Cover(v(6, 8); s) = 0. 
We next introduce head vertices of a solution s, which attain costds) of solution s to 

PPBT. For a set X in a solution s to PPBT, a vertex v E X is called a head vertex in X if X 

contains no vertex that covers v, i.e., Cover(v; s) = 0. Let Head(X) denote the set of head 
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vertices in X. We easily see that for any set XEs it holds 

u L(v) = U L(v) = L(X). (5.3) 
vEHead(X) vEX 

For the solution s shown in Fig. 5.2, we have H ead(VI) = {v(O, 8)}, H ead(V2) = {v(O, 1), v(4, 8)}, 

H ead(V3) = {v(2, 4), v(5, 6)}, and H ead(V4) = {v(6, 8)}. 

Given a solution s, let H ead(s) = UXES H ead(X). We obtain the following lemma. 

Lemma 5.1. Let s be a solution to PPBT. Then it holds 

eostds) = IL(Head(s))I. 

Proof: Let VI, V2, ... , Vn be the sets of vertices in s. By (5.3), we have L(Vi) = UVEHead(Vi) L(v), 

i = 1,2, ... , n. Since no vertex appears as head vertices for two distinct sets Vi, Vj E 

s, we have eostL(s) = LViES IL(Vi)1 = LViES LVEHead(Vi) IL(v)1 = LVEHead(s) IL(v)1 
1 L (H ead (s ) ) I. D 

5.3.3 Definition of a solution with a systematic structure 

This subsection introduces a certain solution s to PPBT, which has a systematic structure, 

and is used to analyze a lower bound on the optimal cost of PPBT. Recall that e = 2h holds 

for binary tree Te. We partition the vertex set V of Te into subsets V[k, j], k = 1, ... ,el h, 
m = 1, ... ,2(k-I)h such that each set V[k, j] induces a complete binary subtree with exactly 

e - 1 vertices from Te, as shown in Fig. 5.3. We then define solution s by 

s = {V[k,j] 1 k = 1,2, ... , elh,j = 1,2, ... , 2(k-I)h}, 

where the highest vertex in V[k,j] is the unique head vertex in V[k,j]. Boxes with dashed 

lines in Fig. 5.3 show sets V[k, j], k = 1,2, j = 1,2, ... ,22(k-I), of vertices with e = 4 and 

h = 2. Note that v(O, 8) is the head vertex in V[l, 1] 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

iV~D : 

V[2,1] 

, ~ _____________________ IL _____________________ ~ _____________________ I~ _____________________ I 

Figure 5.3: A solution s with e = 4 and h = 2. 
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:VIore formally sets V[k, j] for k = 1,2, ... , cl II, and j = 1,2, ... , 2(k-l)h are defined as 

f()llows. The first set V[I, I] consists of the vertices in the top II, layers of Te, i.e., V[I, I] = 

V[I] U V[2] U··· U V[h]. The number of vertices in V[L I] is L.:7~ 1 2i-1 = 2h - 1 = c - L 

For each k = 1,2, ... ,elh, consider the set V[(k-l)h + I] U V[(k-l)h+2] U ... UV[kh] 

in the kth II, layers of Te. Recall fi·om (5.1) that 

V[(k-l)h + I] = {v((j - 1) . 2c-(k-1)h-l j . 2c-(k-1)h- 1) I j = 1,2, ... ,2(k-1)h}, 

and 1V[(k-l)h + 1]1 = 2(k-1)". We partition V[(k-l)h + I] U V[(k-l)h + 2] U ... U V[kh] 

into sets V[k, j], j = 1,2, ... ,2(k-1)h from left to right, as shown in Fig. 5.3, so that the jth 

set V[k, j] in the kth II, layers cont.ains 

... t.hejth vertex v((j -1) .2c-(k-l )h-1,j.2c-(k-l )h-1) in V[(k-l)h+l] as it.s head vertex, 

and 

... t.he vertices in V[(k-l)h + I] U V[(k-l)h + 2] U· .. U V[kh] that. arc covered by the head 

vertex. 

Thus V [k, j] is expressed by 

V[k,j] = {v E V[(k-l)h + I] U V[(k-l)h + 2] U··· U V[kh] 

I L(v) c:; L(v((j -1)· 2c-(k-l)h-l,j. 2c-(k-1)h-l))}. (5.4) 

\Ve easily see that each V[k, j] contains exactly c - 1 vertices. In the example of Fig. 5.3, 

solution s is given by sets V[I, I] = {v(O, 8), v(O, 4), v(4, 8)}, V[2, I] = {v(O, 2), v(O, 1), v(l, 2)}, 

V[2,2] = {v(2, 4), v(2, 3), v(3, 4)}, V[2, 3] = {v(4, 6), v(4, 5), v(5, 6)}, and V[2, 4] = {v(6, 8), v(6,7), v(7, 8)}. 
The head vertices in .s in Fig. 5.4 arc v(O, 8), v(O, 2), v(2, 4), v(4, 6), and v(6, 8). 

By using (5.2), for each k = L 2, ... ,clh, the head vertices in V[k, j], j = L 2, ... ,2(k-l)h, 

satisf:v 

'2(k-1) h '2(h-1111 

L IL(V[k,j])1 L IL(v((j - 1) . 2c-(k-1)h-l,j. 2c -(k-1)h-1))I 

j=1 j=1 

IL(v(O,2C
-

1))1 

Thus t.he head vert.ex in V[k, j] sat.isfies 

IL(V[k, j]) I IL(v((j -1)· 2c-(k-1)h-1,j. 2c-(k-1)h-1))1 

2c- 1/2(k-l)h 

2c-(k-1)h-1. 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 
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By sununing up (5.5) for k = 1,2, ... , c/h, \ve have 

IL(H md(.;)) I 

2c- 1 . elh 

5.3.4 Analyzing a lower bound on PPBT 

(5.7) 

Let 8' be a solution to PPBT. This subsection analyzes a lower bound on C08tL(8*) by 

eornparing 8* \vith solution .~. For this, \ve first partition the set 1/ of vertices in tree 'J;; into 

five sets Z11 Z2, Z~, Z:~, and Z4 according to two solutions ,5 and 8* as follm:vs. 

{v I v E Head(s),v E Hcad(s*)}, 

{v I v E Hcad( .'),v ~ Head(s*),Covcr(v;.s*) nHead( .') = 0}, 

{v I v E Head(s),v ~ Hcad(s*),Covcr(v;s*) nHcad(s) # 0}, 

{v I v ~ Hcad( .'),v E Head(s*)}, 

{v I v ~ Head(s),v ~ Hcad(s*)}. 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

Note that V = Zj UZ2UZ~ UZ:1UZ;, ZinZj = 0 (i,j E {I, 2, 3, 4} and i # j), and ZinZ~ = 0 
(i E {1,2,3,4}). 

Fig. 5.4 illustrat.es an examples of sets VI = {v(O, 1), I!(O, 2), I!(O, 4), v(4, 6)} and V2 = 

{v(O, 8), v( 4,8), v(2, 4), v(7, 8)} of vert.ic,,, in a solution s* = {VI, V2, Vl, V4}, where we omit 

drawing the other sets V], V; E s* for simplicity. Each box with dashed lines corresponds to a 

set in.; t.hat is shown in Fig. 5.3. For set VI, vertices I!(O, 4) and v(4, 6) are the head vert.ices 

in VI, and we have ZI n VI = {I!( 4, 6)}, Z2 n VI = {v(O, 4)}, Z0 n VI = 0, Z:l n VI = {I!(O, 2)}, 

and Z4 n VI = {v(O, I)}. For set V2, vertex v(0,8) is the head vertex in V2, and we have 

ZInV2 = {v(O, 8)}, Z2nV2 = 0, Z0nV2 = {v(2, 4)}, Z:l nV2 = 0, and Z4nV2 = {v( 4,8), v(7, 8)}. 

\Ve obtain the following lemma. 

Lemma 5.2. The sets Z" Z2, Z~, and Z:] of veTtices defined in {5.8} - {5.11} satisfy 

(i) IL(Zlll + IL(Z2)1 + IL(Z6)1 = 2c
-

l
. elk; 

(ii) IL(Z2)1 -<: IL(Z:l)l; and 

(iii) IL(Z~)I -<: IL(Ztll + IL(Z2)1· 

Proof: (i) The equality follows from Z, U Z2 U Z~ = Head(.s*) and (5.7). 

(ii) Let V2 be an arbitrary vertex in Z2. Then t.here exist.s a vertex V3 E Z3 n COl!eT(1!2; 8*), 

since V2 is not a head vertex in 1,7(v2; 8*), and is covered b:y a head vertex of V(C'2; 8*) in 
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Figure 5.4: Tree Te with A solution s with c = 4 and h = 2, where the each set in solution s 
is denoted by a box with dashed lines, and the vertices in sets VI and V2 in solution s* are 

depicted by black and grey circles, respectively. 

s*. Notice that it holds L( V2) c L( V3) since vertex V2 is covered by vertex V3 in solution s*. 

Hence L(Z2) <:;;; L(Z3) holds. 

(iii) Let X E s* be an arbitrary set with X n Z~ # 0. For each vertex U2 E X n Z~, it holds 

Cover(u2; s*) nHead(s) # 0 by (5.10), and hence Cover(u2; s*) nHead(s) = Cover(u2; s*) n 
(Zl U Z2 U Z~) # 0. We choose a highest vertex VI E Cover(u2; s*) n (Zl U Z2 U Z~) in 

tree Te. Then VI E Zl U Z2 holds, since VI E Z~ would imply that there exists a vertex 

v' E Cover(vl; s*) n Head(s), which covers VI and also belongs to Cover(u2; s*) n Head(s), 

a contradiction to the choice of VI (since v'is higher than VI in Te). 
By the structure of solution S, VI E H ead(s) is the head vertex in a set V[k1 , jll E s with 

kl E {1,2, ... ,c/h -I} and jl E {1,2, ... ,2(k1 -l)h}, and U2 E Head(s) is the head vertex in 

a set V[k2,hl E s with k2 E {k1 + 1, ... ,c/h -I} andh E {1,2, ... ,2(k2 -1)h}. By (5.6), we 

have IL(Vl)1 = 2c-(kl-l)h-l and IL(U2)1 = 2c-(k2- 1)h-l. Since k2 :2': kl + 1, this implies 

Note that there may exist more than one vertex in Z~ n X. By summing up the inequality 

over all vertices u E Z~ n X, we have 

where the second inequality follows from IZ~ n XI :::; c = 2h by the feasibility of solution 

s* . Note that VI E Cover ( U2; s*) <:;;; V ( U2; s*) = X holds. Therefore, by summing up the 

inequality over all sets in solution s*, we have 

L IL(u)l:::; L IL(v)l, 
UEZ~ VEZIUZ2 
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as required. 

We are ready to prove Theorem 5.1. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1: By applying Lemma 5.2 (ii), (iii) and (i), we have 

This and (5.7) prove Theorem 5.1. 

IL(H ead( s*)) I 

IL(Zdl + IL(Z3)1 

> IL(Zdl + IL(Z2)1 

> ~(IL(Zdl + IL(Z2)1 + IL(Z~)I) 
2c- 2 . elh. 

5.4 Upper bound on travel cost of PDPCMT solutions 

D 

This section derives the following upper bound on the maximum ratio of the optimal cost of 

PDPCMT to that of PDP. 

Theorem 5.2. Let I = (Q, R, e) be an instance with p ~ 2 requests. Then it holds 

D 

For this, we show how to convert a PDP solution to a PDPCMT solution. 

Theorem 5.3. Given a PDP route a to an instance I, PDPCMT routes Jrl, Jr2, ... , Jrk with 

k k 

U A(Jri) = A(a) and L eost(Jri) ::; ilog2IA(a)ll . cost(a) 
i=l i=l 

can be constructed in polynomial time, where IA(a)1/2 means the number of requests served 

in route a. D 

Theorem 5.2 is obtained by applying Theorem 5.3 to each route a in an optimal PDP solution 

s to instance I. 

In this section, we denote a given PDP route by a = [aD, aI, a2, ... ,am, am+l], where 

aD, am+! E Q, al, ... , am E A and m = 2p. For notational simplicity, we assume that 

m = 2k holds for some integer k ~ 1 by introducing fictitious requests r with q(r) = 0 and 

r- = r+ on vertex ah if necessary. We describe an algorithm that converts a PDP route 

a = [aD, al, ... ,am, am+l] to k PDPCMT routes Jrl, Jr2, ... ,Jrk. Each route Jrj visits the 

vertices in route a in the same order serving a set Rj of requests defined as follows. 
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\Ve divide the set A(l, 1) = {ai Ii = 1,2, ... , 2k} of all actions in IOute (J into two subsets 

A(2,1) = {aj I i = 1,2, ... , 2k- 1 } and A(2,2) = {OJ I i = 2k - 1 + 1, 2k - 1 + 2, ... , 2k} in the 

second level. By repeating this recursively, we define 2j - 1 subsets at the j-th level to be 

A(j, b) = {Oi Ii = (b-1)2k - j +1 + 1, (b-1)2k - j +1 +2, ... ,b2k - j +1} 

for b = 1,2, ... ,2j - l
, where j = 1,2, ... ,k + 1, A request T E R is at the j-th level if j is the 

smallest level such that a subset A.(j, b) contains both actions T+ and r-. Let us denote the 

subsets of requests at the j-th level by 

R(j, b) = {T E R I r+ E A(j + 1,2b - 1), r- E A.(j + 1, 2b)}, 

j = 1,2, ... ,k and b = 1, 2, ... ,2j - l
. \Ve assign to route 7rj the requests in 

Rj = R(j, 1) u R(j, 2) U··· U R(j, 2j-l), 

and let a vehicle serve the requests R(j, 1), R(j, 2), ... , R(j, 2j - 1
) in this order along route 

Kj. I\ote that it holds cost(Kj) = cost(u) if Rj f= 0, C08t(1Tj) = 0 otherwise, for each 

j = 1,2, ... ,k. 

The follmving lernrna ensures the fea..sibilit:y of routes 111, iT2,"" 'iTk. 

Lemma 5.3. Each TOutes 7rj, j = 1, ... , k, is a PDPCMT TOutes, that is, route 7rj satisfies 

constraints (a),(b),(c),(d) , and (e). 

Proof: Route 1Tj satisfies constraint (c) since requests in R(j, b) are served by one vehicle 

f(lr each j and b and satisfies constraint (d) since pickup actions in R(j, b)+ are taken before 

delivery actions in R(j, b) - for each j and b. Since it holds RjnRj' = 0 for each j f= .i', route 1Tj 

satisfies constraint (b). Route 7rj satisfies constraint (e), that is, actions in R(j, b)- precedes 

actions in R(j, b + 1)+ since R(j, b)- = A(j + 1, 2b) and R(j, b + 1)+ = A(j + 1, 2b + 1). We 

finally sh()\v that route 7rj satisfies constraint (a). "YVhen a vehicle finishes picking up requests 

in R(j, b), the loads on the vehicle is the rna.xirnurIl during serving requests in R(j, b). Since 

all the pickup actions in R(j, b)+ precedes the delivery actions in R(j, b)- on PDP route (J, 

it holds L-rER(j.b) q(T) <:: c for each j and b. Thus we have the lemma. D 

\Ve are now ready to prove Theorem 5.:3. 

Proof of Theorem 4.2: Since TIL = 2k, 'fn = IA(a)l, and k is an integer IlllInber, \ve have 

k = rlog IA( (J) 11. For PDPCMT routes 7rj, j = 1,2, ... ,k, constructed by converting a PDP 

route (J, it holds cost(7rj) = cost( (J) or cost(7rj) = 0 for j = 1,2, ... ,k. Then we have 

k 

L C08t(1Tj) <:: k· C08t((J) = rlog IA((J)11 . C08t(O} 
j=-I 

Thus we have the theorem. D 
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5.5 Lower bound on travel cost of PDPCMT solutions 

This section proves that the upper bound in Theorem 5.2 is tight up to factor of O(loglogp) 

by identifying such an instance for any large p. Thus we prove the next result. 

Theorem 5.4. For any integer h ~ 1, there exists an instance I = (Q, R, c) with p = 22h - 1 

requests that satisfies 

D 

Such an instance I in Theorem 5.4, which we denote by G(p, )..), is defined below. Given an 

integer p = 22h - 1 (h ~ 1) and a real)" > 0, let capacity be 

and let V = {v(O), v(I), v(2), . .. ,v(2c- 1 )} be the set of vertices in G(p, )..). We assume that 

all vertices in V are arranged uniformly on a horizontal straight line-segment of length)" from 

left to right as shown in Fig. 5.5. Hence d(v(0),v(2C-l)) =).. and d(v(i),v(i + 1)) = )../2c- 1 

for i = 0,1, ... ,2c- 1 - 1. 

v(8) 

o : a depot or pickup points or delivery points --+: requests 

Figure 5.5: An instance G(p,)..) with c = 4, h = 2 and p = 15. 

Let Q consist of a single depot v (0), and the set R of requests in G (p, )..) consist of the 

following c subsets R[iJ, i = 1, ... , c, containing 2i - 1 requests. Fig. 5.5 illustrates set R of 

requests in G(p,)..) with p = 15. Let set R[I] consist of a single request r with r+ = v(O) , 

r- = v(2C- 1). Let set R[2] consist of two requests whose travel cost is the half of that of the 

request in R[1 J, and expressed by R[2] = {r I (r+, r-) E {( v(O), v(2c- 2)), (v(2c- 1 ), v(2c- 1 ))} }. 

The i-th set R[iJ, i = 1,2, ... ,c, consists of 2i - 1 requests and expressed by 

R[i] = {r I (r+,r-) E {(v(0),v(2c- i )), (v(2 c- i ),v(2. 2c- i )), 

(v(2 . 2c- i ), v(3 . 2c- i )), ... ,(v(2c- 1 _ 2c- i ), v(2c- 1 ))}}. 
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Let 'IV) = 1 for all request T E R. 

Given two vertices v(i), v(j) E V (i < j), let P(v(i), v(j)) denote the path from vertex 

v(i) to vertex v(j), i.e., P(v(i),v(j)) = [v(i),v(i + 1), ... ,v(j)], and P(v(j),v(i)) denote the 

path from vertex v(j) to vertex v(i), i.e., P(v(j),v(i)) = [v(j),v(j -1), ... ,v(i)]. 

Lemma 5.4. An optimal PDP route II to instance G(p,.\) has tmvel cost 2,\. 

Proof: Any vehicle must start from depot v(O), visit vertex v(2 C
-'), and return to depot 

v(O), requiring at least 2,\ travel cost. Hence route II consists of path P(v(0),v(2C
-')) and 

path P(v(2c- l ),v(0)). On the route II, a vehicle starts at depot v(O), and serves requests in 

R along path P(v(0),v(2c - 1 )), and finally returns from vertex v(2c - 1 ) to vertex v(O). When 

serving requests in R on each vertex v along path P(v(O), v(2c - 1 )), a vehicle first delivers 

requests \vhose delivery point is vertex v, and picks up requests \vhose pickup point is vertex 

v. The total quantity of requests loaded on a vehicle is less than or equal to capacity c any 

tirne on path PCv(O), v(2C--
I
)) since requests on a vehide contains at rnost one request frorn 

each set R[i], i = 1, ... , c. The route (j is feasible since it satisfies the capacity constraint, 

each request is served by one vehicle, and the pickup action of each request is taken before 

its delivery action. D 

5.5.1 lower bound on loaded travel cost of PDPCMT solutions 

This subsection analyzes a lower bound on the loaded travel cost of PDPCMT solutions by 

using Theorem 5.1. \Ve analyze a lower bound on the loaded travel cost that does not depend 

on sequences in trips but arc derived from travel cost between pickup points and delivery 

points of requests in the trips. \Ve explain the cost in detail as follows. 

\Ve assign a set of integers to each request in R. Let 'P( 1'+,1'-) denote a set of integers 

that are a..ssigned to request r = (r+, r-). \Ve first a.;;sign a set of integers to requests in 

R[c] = {,. I (1'+, ,.-) E {(v(j - 1), v(j)) I j = 1,2, ... ,2,-1 }} by 

'P(v(j - 1), v(j)) = {j}, j = 1,2, ... , 2c- 1 

As shown in Fig. 5.6, the sets of integers that are assigned to the requests in R - R[c] are 

defined to be 

'P(v(i),v(j)) = 'P(v(i),v(i + 1)) U 'P(v(i + 1),v(i + 2)) U··· U 'P(v(j -l),v(j)). 

Given a trip t in a PDPCMT route, we define cost costh(R(t)) of a set R(t) of requests 

that arc served along trip t by 

costh(R(t)) = I U 'P(r+,"-)I· 
rEH(t) 

The following lemma gives a lower bound on the loaded travel cost of a PDPCMT solution. 
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{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8} 

v(O) v(1) v(2) v(3) v(4) v(5) v(6) v(7) v(8) 

o : a depot or pickup points or delivery points ----.: requests 

Figure 5.6: A set of integers for each request in G(p,).) with c = 4. 

Lemma 5.5. Given a PDPCMT solution s, the loaded travel cost costf(s) of s satisfies 

costf(s):::: L costb(R(t))· )./2c- l . 

tET(s) 

Proof: For i = 1,2, ... ,2c-1, travel cost d( v( i-I), v( i)) along the segment from v( i-I) to 

v(i) is given by d(v(i - l),v(i)) = )'/2c- l . It costs at least costb(R(t))· )./2c- 1 to serve the 

requests in R(t) since a vehicle that serves the requests in R(t) is required to travel at least 

costb(R(t)) segments. Thus we have the lemma. D 

We derive a lower bound on costf(s) over all PDPCMT solution s as follows. For a 

PDPCMT solution s, let R I, R 2 , ... ,Rn of R be sets of requests such that each Ri corresponds 

to the set of requests that are served in a trip in solution s. Hence it holds LrERi q(r) :::; c 

for i = 1,2, ... ,n. 

We show a lower bound on L7=1 costb(Ri) by converting a problem that asks to find a 

partition s* = {RI' R 2 , ... , Rn} of R in the binary tree Tc for PPBT. We obtain the following 

lemma. 

Lemma 5.6. Given a set R of requests in G(p, ).), the problem of finding a partition of R 

can be reduced to PPBT in a polynomial time. 

Proof: We associate request r = (v((j -1)· 2c- i ),v(j. 2c- i )) in G(p,).) with vertex v((j-

1) . 2c- i , j . 2c- i ) on the binary tree for PPBT. Then it holds 

for i = 1,2, ... ,c and j = 1,2, ... ,2 i - l . If we find a partition VI, V2 , ... , Vn of Tc to PPBT, 

then each set Vi of vertices satisfies the capacity constraint. Since each set Vi of vertices in 

PPBT corresponds to set Ri of requests in G(p, ).), each set Ri of requests also satisfies the 

capacity constraint. Thus we have the lemma. D 

We finally prove Theorem 5.4. 

Proof of Theorem 5.4: A lower bound on LtET(s) costb(R(t)) 
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PDPCMT solution", is obtained by solving PPBT that is obtained by the reduction 1Il 

Lemma 5.6. Let 8 * = {R.l, R.2, ... ,R.n }. By using Theorem 5.1, we have 

Thus we have 

L co.stb(R(t)) = CO.stb(S') ';> 2,-2c/h. 
tE~'(') 

optpnpOTT(G(P,.\)) > costf(s) ';> L costb(R.(t))· .\/2'-1 
tETC' ) 

> 2,-2c/h . .\/2,-1 

.\c/(210g2 c) 

.\log2(p + 1)/(210g2 10g2(p + 1)). 

By using optpop(G(p, .\)) = 2'\, we have the theorem. D 

5.6 Analyses on the optimal cost between PDPTCMT and 

PDPT 

"Fe furtherrnore show the following theorerIl. 

Theorem 5.5. Let I = (Q, R, c, t) be an instance with p ';> 2 requests. Suppose that there is 

a transshipment point t, and cach vehicle can visit t any number of times. In PDP TCMT, 

each vehicle is allowed to visit t after the vehicle visits all pickup points of its requests and 

before it visits the corTesponding delivery points during its tTip. Then it holds 

D 

For this, we show how to convert a PDPT solution to a PDPTC:\IT solution. Since there 

exists only one transshipment point t, each request is dropped at t at most once. In this 

subsection, if a request r is served by temporarily dropped and picked up at transshipment 

point t in a PDPT solution 8, then \ve regard that the request T consists of hvo requests T'l 

and T2 snch that ri = r+, T:; = r-, and Tl and rt are taken at transshiprnent point t. \Ve 

call the original request l' an input request and call the two request rl and 1'2 split requests. 

Thus an input request that is served by temporarily dropped and picked up at t makes four 

actions in solution s. Since split requests 1', and r2 are served by one vehicle respectively 

in solution 8, we can regard PDPT solution s as a PDP solution that satisfies an additional 

reqllirernent that Tl is required to be taken before rt. (Tl and T'2 rnay be served b;y different 

vehides.) 
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Theorem 5.6. Given a PDPT route a to an instance I = (Q, R, c, t) with p' input requests, 

PDPTCMT routes 7rl, 7r2, ... ,7rk with 

k k 

U A(7ri) = A(a) and L cost(7ri) ::; ilog2IA(a)ll . cost(a) 
i=l i=l 

can be constructed in polynomial time, where it holds I A (a) 1/4 ::; p'. 

Proof: As described above, route a is regarded as a route in a PDP solution that satisfies 

a requirement that r1 is required to be taken before rt for all pairs of split requests rl 

and r2. We apply the algorithm that is used to prove Theorem 4.2 to a, and obtain routes 

7rl, 7r2, ... ,7rk, which satisfy 

k k 

U A(7ri) = A(a) and L cost(7ri) ::; l1og2IA(a)ll . cost(a). 
i=l i=l 

By Lemma 5.3, routes 7rl, 7r2, ... ,7rk are PDPCMT routes. It suffices to show that r1 
is taken before r t on 7rl, 7r2, ... ,7rk for each input request r that is served by temporarily 

dropped and picked up at t on a. Since the order of actions that are taken on route 7ri is 

the same with the order on a for i = 1, ... , k, and r 1 is taken before rt on a, routes 7ri, 

i = 1, ... ,k, can be travelled by k vehicles, so that rt is taken after r1 is finished. Thus we 

have the theorem. D 

A lower bound on the optimal cost optPDPTCYIT(I) of PDPTCMT solutions can be derived 

from the lower bound on the optimal cost optPDPCY!T(I) of PDPCMT solutions. The lower 

bound on optPDPCMT(I) holds between PDPTCMT and PDPT by locating a transshipment 

point at a place that is enough far from a depot so that the transshipment point does not 

contribute to decrease of travel cost. Analogously with Theorem 5.4, we obtain the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 5.7. For any integer h :2': 1, there exists an instance I = (Q, R, c) with p = 22h - 1 

requests that satisfies 

D 
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Conclusion 

Throughout this thesis, we have made two types of contributions for decreasing physical 

distribution cost. 

One contribution is proposing a fast construction algorithm that finds a cheaper routing 

schedule than a current one. We considered the discrete split delivery vehicle routing problem 

(DSDVRP), and proposed a fast algorithm that constructs routes one by one without any 

improvement procedures to the DSDVRP. The algorithm generates routes by a dynamic 

programming based on an elaborate route evaluation function that estimates the total travel 

cost that is required to serve all the remaining items by vehicles. 

In Chapter 2, we made preparations to show the algorithm for DSDVRP. We first de

fined problems VRP and SDVRP, and described standard construction algorithms for VRP; 

the saving algorithm, the insertion algorithm, and the sweep algorithm. For SDVRP, we 

introduced Dror and Trudeau's heuristic algorithm. Those algorithms were used to compare 

solution quality with that of our algorithm for DSDVRP in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 3, we explained the detail of the construction algorithm for DSDVRP. We 

then conducted computational experiments, and showed that our algorithm is practically 

efficient and fast comparing to the representative heuristics for VRP and SDVRP. Our ap

proach to estimate the total travel cost of resulting items accurately would be applied to 

other types of routing problems in order to produce good quality solutions with short com

putation time. Furthermore mixing several improvement methods including sophisticated 

metaheuristics with our construction algorithm could produce good solutions with less travel 

cost. 

The other contribution is analyzing the maximum possible cost that can be saved by 

relaxing some constraints. As described in Section 1.1, it is desirable to know the possible 

cost saving by each type of constraints on routing without conducting accurate estimations 

of their performances. 

In Fig. 1.4 in Chapter 1, we showed factors of upper and lower bounds on the maximum 
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cost that can be saved by regarding an instance to problem A as that to problem B, where 

A (resp., B) corresponds to the problem that is located on the head (resp., tail) of each arc. 

In this thesis, we made the following analyses. In Chapter 4, we studied the maximum 

cost that can be saved by introducing a transshipment point to PDP. We showed that 

holds for any instance I with p requests and one transshipment point if each vehicle can visit 

the transshipment point at most once. The inequality is shown by presenting a polynomial 

time algorithm that converts a solution to PDPT to a solution to PDP, and by showing that 

the travel cost of the constructed solution is bounded by the ratio. We then showed that if 

each vehicle can visit the transshipment point any number of times, then it holds 

Furthermore that the bound is valid for the ratio of optPDPC (I) to optPDPTC (I), and we present 

an instance I' that satisfies optPDpc(I') = pl/4 . optPDPTc(I'). 

In Chapter 5, we examined how the least travel cost can be increased by the requirement 

to PDP that no vehicle which has begun a delivery action is allowed to take pickup actions 

until all of the loads on the vehicle are delivered. We showed that the maximum ratio of the 

optimal value of PDPCMT to that of PDP over all instances with p requests is presented by 

The analysis for the upper bound could be easily extended to a case with a transshipment 

point. We showed that the maximum ratio of the optimal value of PDPTCMT to that of 

PDPT over all instances with p requests is given by 

OptPDPTCMT(I) ::; llog2 4p l . OptpDPT(I). 

We furthermore presented an instance I that gives a lower bound that satisfies 

The lower bound holds for the case with a transshipment point by regarding that the trans

shipment point is located at a sufficiently far location such that using the transshipment 

point does not contribute to reduce the total cost. Thus there is an instance I that satisfies 

In order to show the lower bound, we first introduced a partition problem that asks to find a 

partition of vertices on a complete binary tree with the minimum cost, and presented a lower 
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bound on the partition problem. \Ve analyzed a lower bound on travel cost of a PDPCMT 

solution by considering travel cost that does not depend 011 sequences on trips but are derived 

from travel cost between pickup points and delivery points of requests in the trips. A lower 

bound of the travel cost was obtained by using the result of the lower bound for the partition 

problem. 

\Ve mention some subjects for future works. One subject is that developing efficient 

algorithms for the pickup and delivery problem for transfer (PDPT) and the multi-trip pickup 

and delivery problem f(lr consecutive pickups and deliveries (PDPCMT). \Ve encounter these 

problems much often in practical cases, however few papers that propose algorithms for these 

problcnls arc reported. Furthcrnlorc the effectiveness on reducing travel cost by transferring 

requests at a transshipment point is high comparing to admitting split delivery to the VRP. 

Developing efficient algorithms for constructing PDPT routes would be practically helpful 

to reduce distribution costs in logistics and transportation industries. Another subject is 

that developing algorithrIls and analyzing optirnal costs f< __ u" problerIls that consider rnultiple 

constraints such as split deliveries, transfers, tirnc v,rindmvs, and consecutive pickups and 

deliveries. Most routing problems in practical cases include such multiple constraints, and it 

is sometimes difficult to obtain even feasible solutions. 

Due to the enhancement of information technology, applications of distribution systems 

that incorporate efficient algorithms for VRP and PDP have been developed in several in

dustries, and they have been rnaking dra..;;tic irnprovernent 011 decreasing distribution cost 

and C02 emission. Furthermore excellent theoretical analyses would contribute to making 

an irnportant decision on changes to the current routing rules and the existing facilities. The 

author hopes that the work contained in this thesis will be helpful to the study and the 

application to a real world in this field. 
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